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Chapter One
General Heuristiks
Take thanks, Thankstrum, Thamas.
In that earopean end meets Ind.1
1.1

A Minding Indian
Inspector Ganesh V. Ghote of the Bombay CID (temporarily out of station)
was also at the exact spot that enshrined the riddle he must find the
answer to, or, rather, not so much find the answer to as reveal to himself
the answer he was sure he had allready found, lying where it was in that
part of his mind which - blast it - there was no direct way down to. He
would just have to keep dropping random, hopeful fishing-lines into that
deep deep lake. And hope that one of them at least would entangle some
thread and that bit by bit he would then be able to pull up a whole
garment. 2

I am assuming that I am writing to some who are young Indian men or women.
This does not exclude others, for I write of what is general, common to each of us
heuristiks. But it gives me a personal focus: the eyes and skin tone, the lilt and walk, of
an ancient people and of absent friends. Nor do references to the culture of India
necessarily give an advantage to those with an Indian backround. Just as there are IrishAmericans who think that “When Irish Eyes are Smiling” is an Irish song, so there are
Indians for whom a lightly-curried melody is plenty. Gaelic is as foreign Hindi, and
here “earopean end meets Ind”, or African, or Australian, through a common colonial
language in a twisting cajoling3 effort (“there is no direct way down to”) to let Indian,
African, Australian, meet themselves.
The riddle is you, and even if the answer is already found in a Faith4, yet -blast-it
- it is not found.5 The truth does not make us free: it rocks, cradles, grounds our search,
our project, the project that is me daily, “moment by moment”6. Nor does this chapter
or book of mine offer an answer to you or to me. Each of us must keep dropping
random private lines into our deep daily lake7, seeking gently8, yet ecstatically9 to
weave our narrative garment within the passion of history and of friends. All I offer
here are pointers to an elemental self-discovery, a slow vortex10 uncovering of the
common, yet intimately personal, characteristics of the searcher, heuristik, projector,
project, that you and I are.
Nor am I optimistic about you reading me loud and clear: for it is you not me
that must be read, with a painful patience in a hurried life, against the cultural odds,
and this guide book, map, is spare, lacking the contours of your strangeness. “Ah
Harry”, says Hermine to Steppenwolf, “we have to stumble through so much dirt and
humbug before we reach home. And we have no one to guide us. Our only guide is our
homesickness”.11 The culture generated by modernity, even when it talks of
subjectivity, turns you away from reading the contours, byeways, of homesickness, of
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silence, of speach.
Later we will reflect on what we do with words, what words do to us. But let us
here take a prosaic turn through a contemporary field of word-study to illustrate
modern destructiveness.
Language, at its best, is an objectification of a passionate obscure quest, whether
the language be of physics or poetry, Punjab or Pennsylvania. Yet contemporary work
in linguistics is cut off from that golden cord and core. So, for example, there is little
serious discussion of that dimension in the three volumes Linguistics : The Cambridge
Survey12, and Robyn Carston’s sad little article, “Language and Cognition”13 in Volume
Three articulates nothing of the structure of the serious business of “fishing” that
words, statements, questions, express for Carston, for Ghote, for you. Chomsky’s
seemingly significant shift from E-language (externalized language) to L-language is
noted,14 but what hovers over the essay, and the entire field, is J.A. Fodor’s thesis “that
the central cognitive processes are not amenable to investigation: while the input
systems have problem status, the central systems have mystery status; we can handle
problems but mysteries are beyond us”.15
Again, John A. Hawkes’ new book, Explaining Language Universals, has as sole
entry in the index under q, quantified scope. Yet the first paragraph of the book
expresses a fishing analogous to Inspector Ghote’s: “Why do languages share the
universal principles that they do? Why do they exhibit the parameters of variations that
they do? The purpose of this volume is to address such questions and to provide new
insights, clarifications, critical discussion, new data”.16 From such a promising “fishing”
beginning, the volume moves to a coreless account of principles.17 For what are the
principles of language but the people-dynamics of “fishing”?
How am I to invite you adequately, beyond the cultural plausability of selfneglect, to a serious reading of your own homely fishing, which at times may be far
from homely, as you find yourself unsure of your Way, “trying to live without a known
purpose, suffering despite an unmotivated will, threatened with inevitable death and,
before death, with disease and even insanity”.18 Well, I can only follow my present
lights and try to lead you to oscillate uncomfortably and non-systematically between
noticing searchingly your own fishing and noticing the the massively-established
neglect of that same fishing as a topic in modern inquiry. The prior noticing is, of
course, the principal noticing: it is the personal noticing of principles. But the second
noticing, of “the monster that has stood forth in our time”,19 is key to sensing the
stranger to modernity that you might become, as well as a source of humility: for you
may well ask, “how might I and others replace the three Cambridge volumes by an
adequate perspective on linguistic meaning?”.
My own direction will be the directing of you to exercises, spiritual exercises,
that they may become a topic, an intimate field of inquiry for you. Recently, I
discovered that marvellously odd book, This Man and Music, by Anthony Burgess, and
I was reminded of me when I read of Professor Keteki (Sanskrit for riddle) presenting
puzzles to his class, saying that “he will give twenty dollars to the student who can give
the most plausible answer”.20 In the past two years I have offered twenty dollars to any
student who would present luminously the answer to the puzzle in Chapter Two: 2.5.
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No one made serious claim on the twenty dollars. Have you the time now for your first
exercise?
Directing you thus is not primarily directing you at the riddle: I wish to interest
you in the riddler, the fisher, the “inspector”, the mysterious central system that you
are. You are ther riddle, or - if a favorite metaphor of mine helps, cultivate it - you are
an unfinished symphony. I wish you to compose and conduct yourself luminously and,
to do that, you must painstakingly discover the elements and layers of your capacity,
need, reach. In classical western music there are 13 elements in the full octave; to
compose in that tradition requires a slowly developed appreciation of those elements,
their dynamic combinations and expansive possibilities. There are thirteen elements in
you, be you oriental, occidental or southern. In the discord of modernity their
spontaneous operation is not secure: yet to grasp that self-dynamic and move to a new
control of personal meaning is far more laborious than grasping and controlling the
elements of music. Indeed, the pattern of personal control is much closer to the
traditions of Indian music with its creative control of ragas and talas absorbed over the
years. Is it not worthwhile to investigate, over years, the patterns of one’s own guts,
heartstrings, melodious creativity, in a philotherapy21 that will take you out of yourself
into yourself?
The question, of course, is yours. Gaston Bachelard remarks that we only
seriously read when we take our eyes off the page.22 Perhaps such a prolonged serious
self-interested pause is too much to ask for at the end of this first section. But if you do
“read on” into the next section and beyond I hope that it will be with an eagerness to
find out what I’m at in order to better arrive at discovering how to reveal to yourself
where you are at.
And where you are, just like Inspector Ghote but, in your own private universal
way, is at an exact spot, toes and tail touching the whirling global shrine, enshrining the
riddle that a riddler is. And - blast it - there is no direct Way down or in or on. You and
I will just have to keep dropping random, hopeful, fishing lines into that deep deep
lake, in search of the elemental threads to the garment, the chords of the symphony, the
meaning of the meaning of the core. And you will find that my hints free you from me,
from Lonergan, from Thomas, from whomever finite. You alone can find its deepest,
most mysterious sense, the Way that you are.
1.2

A Minding Friend?

Yet the Way that we are is not alone. We are a Way in the cosmos and such is
that Way that in moments of ecstasy or dispair or deadening dullness the Way that we
are becomes more intensely a reaching. That reaching may end up in the eloquent
oblivion of distraction, drink, a fix, but in its positive expansiveness it is a reach for
another Way. James Joyce’s two great books, Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, home in at
the end on such missed or remembered possibilities, crossings of Ways. So, Molly is
faced with Bloom’s feet:
....yes 16 years ago my God after that long kiss I near lost my breath
yes he said I was a flower of the mountain yes so we are flowers all a
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womans body yes that was one true thing he said in his lifeand the sun
shines for you today yes and that was why I liked him because I saw he
understood or felt what a woman is . . .22
And Finnegan’s Wayking seewords:
My great blue bedroom, the air so quiet, scarce a cloud. In peace and
silence. I could have stayed up there for always only. It’s something fails
us now. First we feel. Then we fall. And let her rain now if she likes.
Gently or strongly as she likes. Anyhow let her rain for my time is come. I
done me best when I was let.Thinking always if I go all goes. A hundred
cares, a tithe of troubles and is there one who understands me? 24
Why, you may be wondering, do I turn so swiftly to literature? Later we will
pause over the reach and significance of artistry.25 Here I would simply note that we do
meet ourselves in “Strange Ways”, in the Beatles, in Beethoven, in the Bhagavad-Gita,
in the dance of a ballerina. This morning I had a letter from a young lady who found
“her Way” in a strange science-fiction film. And now I am going to invite you to spend
some time with Molly Bloom, haunting and hounding ten particular lines from the book
Insight. Heavens, you may ask, do I now have to read Joyce’s Ulysses as well as
Lonergan’s Insight?
My simple answer is, No! What I wish you to read is “the book of yourself” and,
yes ! “the book of a friend”. In the previous paragraph I used the two words “way” and
“may” twice. You are a way but only in a may sense: you may not wonder, haunt,
hound, ask, and what is important is that you awake and note the elements of that way
and may: somehow. And the help-text that I picked from Insight, while it touches the
heart of friendship and loneliness, balanced as it is between the way of wit and the may
of moral helplessness,26 may not touch your strangeness, nor may Molly’s words. Then
you must find your own resonant text, your twilight, your song. Meantime, perhaps you
might bear with me as I proceed “by cajoling ... or forcing? attention ... by inviting an
intelligent and reasonable cooperation”27 with regard to the text, which I quote
immediately.
The concrete being of man, then, is being in process. His existing lies in
developing. His unrestricted desire to know leads him ever towards a
known unknown . His sensitivity matches the operator of his intellectual
advance with a capacity and a need to respond to a further reality than
meets the eye and to grope his way towards it. Still, this basic,
indeterminately directed dynamism has its ground in potency; it is
without the settled assurance and efficacy of form; it tends to be
shouldered out of the busy day, to make its force felt in the tranquility of
darkness, in the solitude of lonliness, in the shattering upheavals of
personal or social disaster.28
You have now, I presume, read that text at least once. How did you read it? The
issue here is the meaning of “intelligent and reasonable cooperation”, especially a
distorted meaning which lays little stress on the sensitivity that, trapped, longs29 to
match and open the operator, co-operator, of intellectual advance. Of four ways of
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reading this text - or anything or anyone - that I will mention here, the “trapped” way is
the one I would wish you to question, to patiently abandon. When I teach my
introductory course on Meaning we have to work hard to break from what I call
“meaning as a dead noun” to reach “meaning as a live verb”, from dictionary and dead
memory to the living self.30 The second and third ways of reading are the ways of
honesty and expectancy, and we will turn immediately to share these ways of reading
with Molly. The fourth way is the way of the enlightened unknowing, authentic
nescience always cosmically reaching: more about that in Chapter Five, section 3.
My male readers will not, I hope be uncomfortable reading over Molly’s
shoulder? To them I leave the exercise of elaborating on Finnegan’s dream.31 My
undergraduate students are mainly women between the ages of 18 and 80, and we read
the text “in honesty and expectation” about a hypothetical friend or date, Cosmo Polis.
I will stay with the name Cosmo, and with my female readers: in the classroom
situation what gradually emerges is a communal descriptive noting of the elements of
liveliness required of Cosmo, echoing Molly’s one sentence of symphonic progress
through memories, ,life, sex, nature, food, song, hopes. So: back to the text, then a
ramble with the mountain flower Marion Bloom with our focus on “the great Suggestor
Don Poldo de la Flora”. (778)
The text ? About the concrete being of Poldy? His existence lies in bed, lies in
deceit, with his way of groping with his eyes, yet rising up to in indeterminate
loneliness for breakfast and acceptance, shouldering the busy day of our blooming
hiddeness, our social disaster ... But let Molly speak:
. . . mouth almighty and his boiled eyes of all the big stupoes (739)
... yes imagine Im him think of him can you (740)
... I wonder is he awake thinking of me or dreaming am I it in (741)
... of course a woman is so sensitive about everything (742)
... still he knows a lot of mixed up things (743)
... of course hed never find another woman like me to put up with him the way I do
know me come sleep with me and he knows that too at the bottom of his heart (744)
... he knew the way to take a woman when he sent me the 8 big poppies (747)
... nothing kills me altogether only he thinks he knows a great lot about a womans dress
and cooking mathering everything he can scour off the shelves into it (752)
... he never can explain a thing simply the way a body can understand then he goes and
burns the bottom out of the pan all for his kidneys (754)
... if only I could remember the one half of the things and write a book out of it the
works of Master Poldy yes (758)
... I never thought that would be my name Bloom when I used to write it in print to see
how it looked (761
..I could have been a prima donna only I married him come looooves old deep down
(763)
... I wish hed sleep in some bed by himself with his cold feet on me (763)
... I saw through him telling me all the lovely places we could go for the honeymoon
Venice by moonlight O how nice I said whatever I liked he was going to do
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immediately if not sooner will you be my man (765)
... I suppose he thinks Im finished out and laid on the shelf well Im not no nor anything
like it well see well see (766)
... there isnt in all creation another man with the habits he has look at the way hes
sleeping (771)
... a nice hour of the night for him to be coming home at to anybody climbing down into
the area if anybody saw him Ill knock him off that little habit tomorrow (772)
... nobody understands his cracked ideas but me still of course a woman wants to be
embraced 20 times a day almost to maker look young no matter by who (777)
... I don’t care what anybody says itd be much better for the world to be governed by
the women in it you wouldnt see women going and killing one another (778)
... Id love to have a long talk with an intelligent well-educated person Id have to get a
nice pair of red slippers (780)
... Ill just give him one more chance Ill get up early in the morning (780)
.. yes O wait now sonny my turn is coming and Ill be quite gay and friendly over it (781)
... Id love to have this whole place swimming in roses God of heaven theres nothing
like nature the wild mountains then the sea (781)
... as for them saying theres no God I wouldnt give a snap of my two fingers for all their
learning why don’t they go and create something (782)
... how he kissed me under the Moorish wall and I thought well as well him as another
and then I asked him with my eyes to ask again yes and then he asked me would I
yes to say yes my mountain flower (783) ...
Molly, the known unknown, meets in memory and expectation the eyes and the
lips of Leopold. Has he the capacity to understand, he and his daily bundle of
questions? Yes ! And does his sensitivity match it with a lifting affective molecular
response? Oh, only sometimes but, Yes ! And can he reach the real me, not a fancy, a
memory, an illusion? Yes ! And could this concrete being of a man be in process of
rising to tomorrow’s occasion even without settled assurance of our form, our efficacy,
what to do, the guts to do it ? Yes ! With a felt force in the solitude, darkness, loneliness
of our personal and soclai disaster? Yes ! And I, Marryon Bloom too? ... “as yes I said
yes I will yes”. (783)
There is a locked-up indeterminate sensitivity in Marion and Leopold, in you
and me, that intertwines the core reach, capacity, need for understanding, “What is it,
Molly?”, “Poldy, where were you?”, that lifts towards the light of truth, Yes, and “the
characters in this drama of living, molded by the drama itself ... give rise to further
questions ... possible roles ... .32
And what of Cosmo? Within the realism of the “honest” reading, reading the
failed him like a book or the book like him, there is a genuine realism of yes, hard fact,
the fact of layered dynamism, reach, capacity. What is this layered dynamism that, at its
best in another, would make that other adequately affable,33 for an evening, for a life?
And could it be that Cosmo’s and our layered dynamism is far more difficult to
discover than the layered dynamism of the oak or the hummingbird? That in its not
being discovered, but monstrously modernly covered it will remain grimly trapped in
the busy day, the busy academic day? But then should I not at least make my Linnaean
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start?

1.3

“... End here. Us then. Finn again ! Take. Bussoftlhee, mememoreme ! Till
thousendsthee. Lps. The keys to. Given ! A way ... “ 34
Finding the Way

Being a human Way means that one cannot be given the keys: they can be
named, pointed towards in thee, but till thou send thee to thine own self through, keys
offerred remain mememormee trivially through a dozen words. In my twisted Joycean
Way I am, of course, merely echoing Lonergan’s many references to the difficulty of
arriving at precise and comprehensive understanding of adequate contemporary
subjectivity. On the main topic of this section I once had the opportunity to ask him
“when did you really clear up judgement?”. His reply: “when I got that far in Insight” roughly 25 years after he began to study philosophy.35 It is not suprizing then, that
philosophic reflection has been bogged down for 2500 years in a range of thematic
realisms that fall short of being halfway to the spontaneous operative stance that is our
present focus.36
The required self-discovery is as painstakingly and painfully empirical as
Kepler’s decade-long struggle with the planets or Linnaeus’ life-long efforts with the
plants. I would have you venture into a decade-search into something that “is present
and operative within our knowing ...” that “lurks behind the scenes”37 so that it and you
would be transformed into a personal and cosmic luminosity.
But no one has to start humbly as in physics or botony. Even if one has an
understanding of the inverse square law and the calculus of Newton, one does not
arrive intelligently at Kepler’s three laws without patient and ecstatic empirical effort in
a beginners course.
So let us home in on the apparently simple experience of finding your way in a
strange city: Dublin, Beijing, New Delhi. I would hope, of course, that you would pause
regularily and reflectively, remembering creatively the subtleties of such experiences.
For me, certainly, it is a zone of humour, frustration, embarrassment, sadness,
sometimes high drama. I recall, for instance, with feeble German, trying to direct a
Turkish gentleman lost in the German railway system when his only possession of
German was his hold on a small Turkish-German dictionary. One vails of body
language, of course, remembering that a backward nod of the head means “no” to this
gent.
Let us say, then, that you are outside the Volga restaurant on Connaught Place in
New Delhi, a stranger: from Bombay, looking for a job; from New York, looking for the
God of Breathing or for Karma Kola, whatever. Your destination is Hunaman Rd.38 Your
problem: how to find your way there. Your problem here: how to find your way of
finding your way. My problem here: how to find a way of leading you actively to
discover that the exercise is going to take some months. I have “treated” the topic
before, it is “treated” by Lonergan in various places, and there is a vast literature on this
topic of judgement and belief.39 What I would like you to focus on for the moment, or
the month, is not any treatment or literature but just one element of your experience of
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finding your way, the element which I can indicate to as “is-ing?”, the “is?-stance”. It is
a stance that emerged in you out of the “whatiness” of your terrible toddler years. It is a
physical stance, a poise, an alertness, a subtle creative expectancy.
You have asked some passerby successfully in English - English is not a major
problem in central New Delhi - and you have listened and understood. The listening
has been - may have been - extremely sophisticated. You notice pauses, hesitancies,
eye-movements. If you have flown in overnight, or been too long quenching a thirst in
the Volga Restaurant, you may notice - or not notice ! - a problem of being sufficiently
alert. But what is sufficient?
I am asking you to notice and investigate, with detecting-fever, events in your
life since the emergence of your “use of reason” that you may never have taken serious
note of before. What is this stance that regularly has a successful outcome, whether you
are being “told” the way to Hunaman Road or being “told” the way to move, say, by a
tennis server or partner or by a penalty kicker in soccer, or by your companions in a jazz
session? And why is it that when the outcom isn’t successful you feel let down or set
up, finding yourself lying on the wrong side of the goal or standing on the wrong side
of town? And at that stage you may be inclined to say, on remembering the telling with
its body-language, “I should have known”. Known? Well, perhaps your “is?-ing” just
wasn’t in the best of form at that moment. Or better, you weren’t in your best form of
“ising?”.
Let’s get back to Connaught Place in New Delhi. You’ve got an answer. You may
even repeat it to make sure you’ve got it right, and the speaker nods approval. But you
may still be “ising?”. Not foolishly standing there alone, having thanked your departing
guide, asking “is this the way?”. That question can only be answered by the risky
empirical effort of walking south-west. No: your “ising?” is focused on your guide’s
total presentation. Again, I would ask you to recall such occasions, sometimes comic:
your guide is still there, at the same bus stop, and a slight head movement or hesitation
during the speach “told” you of doubt, even deceit. You just hope that the bus
suggested for you does not come first !
In what style is the “ising?” focused on your guide’s presentation? There is a
context, alive with its own proximate replacement, of adding up, “abstracting”, the
nature, the form, of the guide in address. Is my present Cosmo truthful? Telling the
truth (tricky! especially if he is a con-artist), simply mistaken (even trickier, if the
directions are given with conviction), etc. You may well spread your recollections here
to people who are not strangers: then “what is the form of my guide?” may become a
subtle and painful personal question about mischief, boredom, bloody-mindedness,
neurosis, breakdown, in someone you thought you knew.
Have you halted here with a gasp of frustration, impatience, incredulity? “can
this be that complicated ?”. As I walked in this morning to the Bodleian Library I
passed a science building with a notice outside concerning a lecture about a certain
type of subcellular reaction. I reflected on the months and years of prior work needed to
come to grips with this reaction. What reasons have you for suspecting that your
“ising?” reaction is less complex or less demanding in its empirical intelligibility?
Continually in your conversations (including non-linguistic ones such as playing
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snooker or a ballgame) you speed through the generic thirteen elements of meaning to
decisions to “respond” in a subtle and variable mix of molecule, nerve and spirit. In
cytochemistry we are now a long way from alchemy and the four elements after 2500
years. Will it take another 2500 to establish the generalized empirical method involved
in this present effort?
I am pressing these parallels with you in relation to the long-term struggle. But
the problem is to make an honest existential start. Only you can envisage your own
shades of creative openness in various guidance situations. I had a very bright and
sceptical student who claimed that she never “accepted” the directions given till she
actually arrived at the destination. So I changed my illustration, putting her in
imagination on a rocky part of the shore of Crete, asking someone “is it safe to dive
here?”.
You alone know just how rash or cautious you are in going beyond “ising?”. But
we all do get beyond it with varying degress of success. It is the common functioning
that we seek to grasp here in a preliminary fashion, but that grasp pivots on the
recollection and contemplation of the realized varieties of our performances. In this it is
no different from botany: there is no such thing as the general buttercup, Ranunculus
Generalis. And perhaps that comment helps you towards a glimpse of just how far we
are from a science of “ising?”. What we are beginning to study here is a form, more
subtle than the form of the buttercup or the tadpole-frog, for it is the form of forms, the
form of inference.
And at the mention of “form of inference” I may have thrown you into another
context, either from your reading of Lonergan, or from logic, or from recent
philosophies of verification. If you are familiar with Lonergan’s writings on inference
there still may be a possibility for a change of key and of pace, for one can labour
through “The Form of Inference”40 or the recurrent syllogistic presentation of inference
in Insight41 and somehow not get down seriously to particular samples of the data of
your own form, your various stances of reaching for truth. If my mention of inference
recalls for you some context of logic - symbolic, moral, legal, whatever - then you may
find what I offer is not a change of pace but a culture shock: the stance I am talking
about just isn’t a topic.42 And, for all the discussion of verification by analysts and
philosophers of science, the same is true of such discussions: the neglected subject of
earlier times has become the truncated establishment. What is paradoxically true, is that
the reality of the “ising” stance has reached considerable existential refinement due to
developments in recent centuries of science, law, art, technology, sport: an instance of
history as potential educator.
But however interesting the wider issue, the present task is to detect this urgent
seed of creativity in one’s daily doings, and initiate the investigation of the emergent
reality within oneself that grounds the Yes-saying whether of fact or of worth.
1.4

Bhagavad-Gita : Song of the Adorable

We turn not the the Bhagavad-Gita43, not in a search for the subtleties of its
answers, but in a further reach for an elementary identification of the dynamics of the
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human quest. If you have the text, well and good; if not, you certainly have some text of
“guidance” handy. Nor need the text be in a religious tradition: any “how-to” book will
do. “How to improve your snooker”, provided it includes,at least indirectly, dialogue of
inquiry: “You may now be wondering?”, “you doubt, perhaps, if ...?”. Any such text will
do, for we seek not “a way” but the intimate universal grounds of sharing any way.
The first footnote gives sufficient context. Arjuna pauses between the armies of
Kinsmen seeking counsel from Krishna, his somehow-divine charioteer, and the
seeking is integral, incarnate:
My limbs sink,
my mouth is parched,
my body trembles,
the hair bristles on my flesh.
The magic bow slips
from my hand, my skin burns,
I cannot stand still,
my mind reels.44
The reeling mind “whats”: “what use ...?”45 “what joy ...?”46 “how can we know
happiness if ... “.47 “How can we ignore the wisdom of turning from this evil ... of family
destruction?”48 The questions ask of what is and what might be: and our interest is
recognizing that asking in ourselves, whether we are seeking for the meaning of
dharma or for methods of “breaking” well in snooker “how would he move?”.49 And,
indeed, Lord Krishna’s answer here could find an aspiring echo in the limbs and the
mind of snooker player, soldier or saint:
When he gives up desires in his mind
is content with the self within himself,
then he is said to be a man
whose insight is sure, Arjuna.
When suffering does not disturb his mind,
when his craving for pleasures has vanished,
when attraction, fear, and anger are gone,
he is called a sage whose thought is sure.50
We might well pause over the paradoxes and tensions of contentment with the
self, whether Hindu or Christian contentment. But here we are trying to focus on the
answer within the questions. “Krishna, what defines a man ...?”51 Yes ! What defines
Arjuna, you and me.
This, unfortunately, is true yet not true.52 So, I am saying here “what is a human”,
“a human is what?”. But that saying, and this section, are only a drawing of attention to
the “what?” that you are, so that I might “cajole” you to ask what? “about and in” that
what that is the core of your self. Perhaps my cajoling has had some success, so that
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you, like Arjuna at the end of the Bhagavad-Gita, can say “I want to know the real
essence”, the real definition. If so, I will not answer like Krishna,
Arjuna, have you listened
with your full powers of reason?
Has the delusion of ignorance
now been destroyed?.53
Rather, I answer, Might you, will you, gently listen to your powers of reason, and
within that listening reach for understanding of self and world, an understanding
which in its growth, paradoxically reveals “you-what?” as nescient?
Let us turn now, for a moment or a month, to what would seem a more prosaic
reflection. I invite you to reflect on you not just as “what?” but “why?”. Again you must
find your own “telling” illustrations, where you really have asked, are asking. When
doing this exercise in class (it normally takes a couple of days) I regularly speak of
students supposedly leaving the classroom, walking to the elevator, finding a triangular
hole in the floor preventing them from entering it. How might they react? My class
smiles knowingly when I suggest that some of them would just make a relatively
mindless shift to the stairs. Some, more alive, might say, sense, think, “what the .... is
going on?”.
Here I take an instance that surely no one can shrug past. In Insight there is a
story of the man returning from work to his tidy home finding windows smashed,
smoke in the air, water on the floor.54 The supposition is that he makes the extremely
restrained judgement of fact, “something has happened”. Here I take a less devastating
happening: at least it may be less devastating provided you are not a Jew in Egypt or
Germany at the wrong time, or a Pakistani in the wrong place in London.
You arrive home to find that your door has been disfigured by some design.
Now you may rush to your mate or neighbour and ask, Whats going on? But let us
suppose that there is a Holmsean streak in you. You pause, and - if you are fully alive to
the situation - you ask Why in five different ways. You are, in fact, five different ways
fo asking Why.
I wonder have you the patience to work towards the discovery of your types of
Why? I normally give my class a weekend or so to struggle. I certainly hope that you do
not make a relatively mindless shift to the next paragraphs in “search” of an answer.
You may claim that you haven’t the time. Why wait and struggle, when the answer
may be available on the next page? Then you can “go on with it”.
Alas, the answer isn’t available on the next page, even if it is. The next page
could only “tell” you the answer: recall the prologue. There is the subtle truth that if
you do not personally struggle to reach the insight with the help of a Socratic teacher,
you never really “get-it”. Yet it would be exceptional if you had the courage to pause
here for the necessary hours or days of empirical work. Do you? You have and are all
the data you need: have you the self-respect? And perhaps my message is not totally
alien to the mood required by Krishna :
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Understanding is defined in terms of philosophy ;
now hear it in spiritual discipline.
Armed with this understanding, Arjuna,
you will escape the bondage of action.
No effort in this world
is lost or wasted ;
a fragment of sacred duty
saves you from great fear.
This understanding is unique
in its inner core of resolve ;
diffuse and pointless are the ways
irresolute men understand.
Undiscerning men who delight
in the tenets of ritual lore
utter florid speech, proclaiming,
‘There is nothing else !’.
Driven by desire, they strive after heaven
and contrive to win powers and delights,
but their intricate ritual language
bears only the fruit of action in rebirth.55
Over the years, when we come back to this exercise in a following class I find
that few have found all the meanings of “why?”. We work at it together and regularly
the last “why?” to be identified is “why is this shape this shape?”.
Presuming now that you have made a decent effort let’s see how Lord Krishna
manages. Krishna is in fact talking about causes, but when you get used to generalized
empirical method you will appreciate that causes are answers to questions.
Arjuna, learn from me
the five causes
for the success of all actions
as explained in philosophical analysis.
They are the material basis,
the agent, the different instruments,
various kinds of behavior,
and finally fate, the fifth.56
Not quite there, but pretty good for ancient India. To sort out just how well
Krishna did, or Aristotle did, you have to work on the data of your own consciousness.
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You will find ( ? have already found) that the five whys relate to the five levels of your
living with which we are dealing in this chapter’s lectures. You notice, I hope, a
response to the painted door that somehow is wonderfilled yet not specific-answer
seeking : you can be caught in the joy of the design ! Reflection on this response can
lead not only to a methodology or art but also to an illumination of the dynamics of
material causality. But these are much larger issues.
I am, of course, relying on you to fill the many gaps I am leaving, by doing the
early exercises of Section 2.5. And you are relying on me in undertaking them. That
reliance is like the reliance you have on someone of whom you have asked the way. Yet
it is not the same. If you ask the way, in New Delhi, to Hunaman Rd., you don’t know
that you are going in the right direction untill you arrive. Here, however, you are “at
the place” to where you are going. You are what is being enquired about. So, if I suggest
that “you really do ask is-questions?”, you may respond immediately “do I really?”, and
find that, without much fishing in the place that you are, you can grin and say “I really
do, don’t I ?”.
Another “way” is worth mentioning here. I can teach you “the way to get square
roots” and you can learn a technique that you do not understand.57 But it works ; you
can check it out by multiplying answers by themselves. You are secure within the
technique in a dual sense : competent in square roors, locked out from handling cube
roots. Now there are techniques called “doing philosophy” that check out in a limited
way within a domain fixed by the technique. You can be trained into such techniques in
a first year of philosophy, and be rendered practically incapable of escaping the
technique. So, for example, one can be led to “mistake the rules of logic for the laws of
thought”.58 In a course I teach on “Reasoning and Argumentation” I regularly carry out
the experiment, at the beginning, of presenting a view of reasoning as “passing from
premises to conclusions”, solemnly “defining” premises, syllogisms, etc. Those who
have no previous course from me take serious notes. I am convinced that a few weeks
of this nonsense would leave many happily competent in some form of logic with rules
of syllogisms, Venn Diagrams, Truth Tables, Incompleteness Theorems, whatever. The
point is that one can teach people to miss the data on reasoning. Students so taught, in
some tradition of truncating philosophy or through views of cognition in psychology,
sociology, linguistics, can shift my invitation to a need for technical and linguistic
mastery. Moreover, that central truncation in students and teachers makes possible and
probable stabilizations of larger neglect. A sound education in modern economics can
leaved one trapped in a covert economic statics.59 A tradition of scripture study settles
for a context of enlightenment rhetoric.60 A perspective on grammar can be dictated by
developments in metamathematics.61 A view on history can exclude the ecstacy of
history.62 And so on. But these are larger issues. The issue here is you, not as possessed
of, or by, an education in economics or literature or biology but as possessed of, and by,
a quest. Is it too late for you to find you, to discover, uncover, the black box63 of your
desires?
At the beginning of this section I mentioned that, if you hadn’t a copy of the
Bhagavad-Gita, any text of “guidance” would do. Indeed any such text in any language
can be used to reveal yourself as universal to yourself. “Yourself as universal” should
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bring to mind earlier comments on language universals. On this large issue I will give
only one homely hint.
I have in hand a book entitled The Languages of the World, containing texts
from 200 main languages with English translations.64 As an exercise, which I
recommend to you, I examined the texts for questions and question-structures. One
curiosity soon struck me: the paucity of question-texts. Only 28 of the 200 texts
contained questions: the main tendency was to quote statement texts. Is this tendency
rooted in truncation or is it of significance for the understanding of “young” languages?
At all events, the questions that did occur manifested themselves easily as invariant
over languages. Might this not be considered as a clue to language universals?65
1.5

The Quest of Sherlock Holmes

My title echoes that of a recent study of the young Arthur Conan Doyle: The
Quest for Sherlock Holmes by Owen Dudley Edwards,66 a study which serves to give
the present section a set of contexts. Edwards writes of his own as “essentially a
historical exercise, endeavouring to use some of those techniques which Sir Herbert
Butterfield saluted in Sherlock Holmes as true historical method, in order to elicit much
which was hitherto dark”.67 Earlier, Edwards had pointed out:
Before Micah Clarke, Conan Doyle had written two or three great works.
With Micah Clarke, he was a great writer. The historical sense he
exhibited in Micah Clarke he brought into full play in the Holmes stories,
most particularly by giving Holmes more and more the technique of a
historian himself. As Sir Herbert Butterfield believed, and as Professor
Adam Watson testified in the introduction to Butterfield’s posthumously
published The Origins of History, Holmes offers the supreme example of
the historical investigator:
“After Lestrade had fitted many but not all of the facts into a plausible
reconstruction of the events, Holmes would engage in minute, more
detailed microscopic research and would then meditate over all the facts
for long hours until a solution emerged from them which we recognized
as right. This refusal to force the facts, to suspend judgement untill they
offered you their own answer, the ability not to pre-judge anything,
Butterfield called elasticity of Mind”.68
Now while the present section is certainly a contribution to a creative
redefinition of detecting in historical method, its task is a more modest but necessary
preliminary one, also necessarily involving you in a novel type of detecting. It can be
thought of as a personal shifting from description to explanation of what Ronald Knox
called the Metamenusis, the tenth part of the eleven part structure of story which he
applied in his analysis of the Holmes studies, “in which Holmes describes what his
clues were and how he followed them”.69 The trick is to personally discover how to
make the move from Holmes, or Doyle, or Holmes-Doyle as Julian Symons would have
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it,70 as they describe it, or fictionally describe it, or live detecting, and as we grasp the
descriptive by a type of “personal resonance”, to reach some sort of grasp of that grasp.
The issue is to detect, in a most serious Holmsean fashion, what our detecting is. There
is of course a vast literature of detecting to aid us, a literature which began not with
Wilkie Collins but with the ancients, with the stories and searches of the Greeks and the
Hebrews, the Indians, and the Chinese. Within that literature there is what I might call
a focal literature, a literature of detecting detecting, associated with the three Greeks
Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and I would claim that this focal contribution is still far ahead
of even the most recen t advances in forensic science. Here I point towards a sublation,
a transposition, of the view of Len Deighton, expressed in his discussion of the way in
which Doyle contributed to advances in forensic strategies, which yet leave what we
might call “ a gap for the human”:
It was in the pre-scientific fights against crime that Sherlock Holmes
excelled. The stories drew such tremendous interest and enthusiasm from
policemen, detectives and scientists all over the world because they
demonstrate that no scientific aid could replace careful thought and
detailed observation. On this point, both the old-style ‘thieftaker’ and the
laboratory cop could agree.71
And Deighton’s remark brings us towards facing the difficult trick of personally
detecting detecting. Let us pause over Deightons’s comment on the reason for
enthusiasm : “ ...because they (the stories) demonstrated that no scientific aid could
replace careful thought and detailed observation”. The language here is mediated by a
view of mind that does not correspond to what occurs in minds. The stories do not
demonstrate ; and what is needed is not careful thought and detailed observation, but
carefilled curiosity about data that will generate insight and gives rise creatively to
thought.
Deighton’s view of mind is the common one. Indeed “careful thought and
detailed observation” is the norm expressed in introductory undergraduate texts in the
sciences, in the advanced works of men like Popper and Hempel, and in present
common language. It is this false view, which you may share through the language and
bias of most of western culture, that I would hope you would manifest - not
demonstrate - to yourself by “following up” this section, indeed this book.
First, let us return to the title : “The Quest of Sherlock Holmes”, which in one of
its meanings coincides with Edward’s title. A quest is involved. Does Edwards know
what a quest is? He claims his work to be of the same character as Doyle’s historical
work. He notes that Doyle’s quest as a historian led him towards writing about the
questing Holmes. Is it not relevant then to ask, What is a quest? And if it is, is not the
unique data on “questing” your own questing? I am, of course, only repeating a point
made by Aristotle and developed by Thomas Aquinas when he asks, for example, In
questing do you need images to reach understanding? His answer : try it yourself.72
So, I continue to invite you to try it at various levels : (a) with incidents in
“Holmes”, (b) in the context of a short story, (c) in the context of the novel.
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One, preferably, would select instances with which one is unfamiliar. Len
Deighton begins his Introduction with such an incident:
“ ‘Did you enjoy your walk over the golf links today as you came into
town?’
‘This man is a left-handed cobbler’ “.
And there is the classic instance in the Norwood Builder when Sherlock Holmes is
confronted for the first time by a distraught client. Holmes greets him with the
observation that “Beyond the obvious facts that you are a bachelor, a solicitor, a freemason, and an asthmatic, I know nothing whatever about you”.
What you must try to do is, to reach Holmes’ discovery from his clues, or find
and pin down precisely where there isn’t really “enough for discovery”, always
attempting the difficult turn to discovering your own discovery process. As Edwards
notes, in a context in which he relates Doyle’s work to Socrates, Plato, Poe, Gaborian,
“at times it fails to add up”.73 My main point is that clues always fail to “add up”, even
when they “add up”. So, for instance, both The Sequence 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 ... and the
sequences of exercises 2.5 add up, but the adding up is less obvious in the second case.
However obvious, the adding up is always your creative achievement. And our weird
interest here is in “adding up” the effort to “add up”.
In exercises of type (b) you have to take such short stories as “The Adventure of
the Dying Detective” and find out what sort of “adding up” do Doyle, Holmes and
Watson do? When does it “add up” for you? And your main concern remains, of
course, what exactly is “adding up?”. Then there is the larger enterprize of type (c) the
full novel of detection, grounding a broader detection both of one’s own questing and
of the nature of historical questing.
You may find it odd that I have not invited you to read history books. My
reasons are those mentioned in the Prologue. I prefer you to tackle this task outside
“standard academic work”. I prefer you to think of your own life and times, “the puzzle
that is me” (“and my shadow”), the “non-adding-up” of suffering or disappointing
friends. I invite you here to supplement that painful self-search with data generated in
you by detective fiction. Any narrative of detecting will do. I recall now Keating’s
recent The Body in the Billiard Room,74 in which theories of detecting and comments on
the activities of “the great detectives” are meshed entertainingly into the narrative of
Inspector Ghote’s efforts :
“He (Ghote) had done just what Professor Godbole had said Mr. Sherlock
Holmes did : he had fused into a new whole the products of reasoning
and the jumping lightning-strokes of intuition. He had discovered that
which has never occured before”.75
Your inspecting, I hope will slowly fuse you into a new whole that never occured
before.
And, of course, there is The Moonstone, in which Sergent Cuff foreshadows the
messiah of detection,76 Sherlock Holmes, in the subtleties of his detection and the
oddities of his habits. The subtleties as portrayed by Collins, of course, suffer the basic
cultural and linguistic warps already mentioned. So, when Cuff is made to say how he
reached his conclusions the author shows his hand and it is handicapped.77
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The handicap has a long history, and it surrounds you linguistically. So do not
“conclude” that this point or this Chapter is clear or easy. The great Cajetan came to
that conclusion when he wrote “et omnia clara” in his commentary on the passage of St.
Thomas to which I referred.78 And Cajetan contributed not a litttle to the failure of
Thomism and of the past centuries of philosophy and theology to discover the basic
pattern of detecting.79
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1. James Joyce, Finnegans Wake, p.598.
2. H.R.Keating, Go West, Inspector Ghote, Collins, London, 1981,p.187.
3. See Insight, p.398.
4. I am thinking here of Faith in its indeterminacy, placing one in a "friendly universe",
Method in Theology, p.117, line 13.
5. The book moves slowly to an indication of this: a tranposition within adequate
empiricism of the patristic search for understanding in Faith and Mystery. A basic
context is that of chapter 5, section 3.
6. I am thinking of Gabriel Marcel's notion of lived openness: Being and Having,
Fontana, 1965, p.181.
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8. Method in Theology, p.107, lines 28ff. The gentleness is both phylogenetic and
ontogenetic.
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cool one of growing insight."(pp.187-88).
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11. Hermann Hesse, Steppenwolf, Penguin, p.179.
12. Cambridge University Press, 1988, editor, Frederick J.Newmeyer.
13. Ibid., Vol. 3, p.3.
14. Ibid., p.38.
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19. Method in Theology, p.40.
20. op. cit., p.166.
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adds a context. See note 41 of chapter 2.
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section following discusses "Moral Impotence".
27. Insight, p.398.
28. Insight,
29. This is a large reality and topic: the passion and finality and energy of being.
Contexts are Lonergan's "Finality, Love, Marriage" in Collection and his discussion of
finality in Insight, which properly begins from a discussion of potency, limitation,
energy.
30. The focus in this book is on the elementary self, diagrammed on page 76. It is a far
larger enterprize to elucidate the discovery or blockage of that elementary self
mediated by the lower psyche, through activities of nerves, neutrons, etc.
31. I am thinking here of John Bishop's work, Joyce's Book of the Dark: Finnegans Wake,
University of Wisconsin Press, 1986. On the problem of the voice and the dynamics of
the search at the end of book iv of Finnegans Wake see Margot Norris, "The Last
Chapter of Finnegans Wake: Stephen finds His Mother", James Joyce Quarterly, v.25,
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32. Insight, p.188.
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34. Finnegans Wake, conclusion.
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during a Lonergan Conference at Milltown Park. We had the expansive habit of sharing
a glass or more before retiring: one does not, of course, take notes at such times.
36. I return to this point in some detail in chapter 3, section 3.
37. Insight, p.278.
38. I picked Hunaman Road at random as a convenient destination within walking
distance of the Volga Restuarant. Only later, while researching the Indian traditions of
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Here I use a handy English translation (see note 44) but one might avail of a fuller text,
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Journal of Linguistics 2(1966), pp.209-236, or from Carl Bach's "The Semantics of
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Puritan Pleasure of Detective Fiction, considers the stories as "the Bach of detective
fiction". A study of the longer stories from the perspective suggested above would
reveal basic weaknesses in the Doyle-Holmes view of detecting. There is much to be
said for Miss Marple (I quote from Agatha Christie, The 4.50 from Paddington, Collins,
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Interlude

The round world goes around itself and I
Chasing my tale lose history in my eye.
A lack of time means union with the whole
An end to revolution and a round black hole.
As the revolver turns in space I seize
The castle in the air that worlds may cease
From tired revolution. Hard pressed for time I wrest
From the star's order an equivocal rest.
The round world goes around itself and I
Chasing my tale lose history in my eye
Tilottama Rajan,

quoted in Modern Indian Poetry in English,
edited by P.Lal, Writers Workshop Books,
Calcutta, 1969, p.427.
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Chapter Two
Instrumental Acts of Meaning
2.0

"Where Does the Beginning Begin?

As I am putting down these words on an empty page I have begun to write a
sentence that, when it is finished, will be the beginning of a chapter on certain problems
of Beginning".1
I begin this chapter with the beginning of Eric Voegelin's fifth and last volume In
Search of Order. His chapter title, "The Beginning of the Beginning" seems far from
mine, "Instrumental Acts of Meaning", yet I hope that by the end of my chapter I will
have helped my reader to bring them together. I began work on this chapter in August
1988 - it is now February 1989 - and using Voegelin's work, to which I return in 2.4, was
a morning inspiration carrying me out of endless messy rewriting. As I walked to the
library in the rhythm of February sunshine and daffodils I bubbled to the specific notion
of breaking the pattern of sections, class beginnings, to ramble biographically about my
problem and achievement of beginning, with a lead from Voegelin. What I write here
has generic significance both for your biographical problem of beginnings and
achievements and for renewing and enlarging the global problem described by
Lonergan in terms of quasi-operators.2
This, then, is not a normal section, not among the 75 lectures. With its odd
number, 2.0, it belongs with Prologue and Epilogue, with the problem of telling and
retelling, rambling anecdotally round my most serious problem of growth in meaning
and the luck3 of that growth.
Last week I returned to an article of St.Thomas on growth of meaning4 that I had
not read for precisely thirty years. At that stage I was in the middle of studies in
philosophy, with four years of mathematical science in me, and I was puzzling about
growth of intellect. Somehow, our activities in philosophy were strangely naive
compared to the exercises necessary in mathematical physics. The problem has been
with me since. A nasty solution by analogy came into my head as I passed the taxi-rank
on St.Giles just now (I only caught the connection as I began writing: luck? molecules?
cones of association?): is much of theology and philosophy somewhat like the
familiarity of taxi drivers with their traditional city, a familiarity not requiring an
understanding of the hydrodynamics, the chemistry, the architecture, the economy, the
matrix of the city's meanings?
From another point of view the problem was with me when I was editing the six
volumes of the Florida Conference.5 Lonergan had been quite firm, during a major
interview, on the axial shift involved in explanatory interiority, so I wrote:
Now it seems to me that such an affirmation of axiality should demand
serious self-questioning of the contemporary philosopher or theologian. If
I may be personal, the task of shifting adequately into that novel horizon
is one I find decades-long. Again, from conversations with Fr. Lonergan
during his visit to Dublin in 1971 I found that his own growth was much
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slower than one might be inclined to assume - that, for example, his
precise self-appropriation on the level of judgement was an achievement
of the process of writing Insight. And so, while it is true that the verbal
expressions of the minds of great men shorten our labours, that like
pygmies we stand on their shoulders, there can be an element of illusion
regarding just how much shorter our labours are to be, just how
authentically we stand.
I recall here a lesson drawn from zoologists' long efforts to understand
thirst: 'The philosopher may learn a lesson from this for his own field. If
the understanding of animal thirst is a remote goal of the zoological
enterprise, the philosopher should hardly consider the understanding of
human understanding or human thirst for understanding as some
youthful achievement prior to doing his own thing'.6 To move thoroughly
into the horizon of interiority requires the precise exercise of a generalized
empirical method far more delicate than the empirical method of zoology,
an exercise which must be patiently prolonged if it is to succeed.7
Another twist on the same problem of the non-immediacy of spiritual meaning
was operative when I wrote "Instrumental Acts of Meaning and Fourth Level
Specialization" in the mid-seventies.8 It is an elusive convoluted article: someway, I
was trying to stop people reading. I was doing the opposite of Fichte when he wrote
his "Sun-Clear Statement of the Newest Philosophy"; 9 I was not quite going the way of
Joyce expressed in a letter to Frank Budgen about Ulysses, "If I can throw any obscurity
on the subject let me know".10 Finally, last summer, two people on separate occasions
reported to me that Lonergan had remarked "when is Phil going to write a book that
people can read?". In the autumn I had come to an answer: "why did Lonergan write
books that people could read?
I am only half serious here, of course. Perhaps more than any contemporary I
look up to the achievement of Lonergan as astonishing. I recall now the five years I
spent in the seventies grappling with his economics, remarking to Professor Lawrence
of Boston College that Lonergan had gone in economic theory, so to speak, from Tycho
Brahé to Laplace. I recall, too, my experience of reading the typescript of Insight in
1972: my reaction was very much like that of Salieri to Mozart's manuscript in the film
Amadeus. I have spent over thirty years reading that book and it still boggles me. Only
this month did I "realize" that the distinction I make in this chapter between rhetorik
and rhetoric is really only an echo of Lonergan's distinction between mystery and myth.
I find it sadly amusing to remember the way that distinction was challenged in Florida:
the real point of the distinction is not the reclassification of data in the history of
religions; the real point is the bite it puts on myth or rhetoric in philosophy and
theology.
Another aspect of my problem relates to teaching, and reflection on it may help
my patient reader. I enjoyed teaching mathematics and mathematical physics. I do not
enjoy teaching philosophy. Some light on this emerges in sections 4.3 and 5.3: here I
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merely note a basic discomfort and leave the reader a clue to its ground. If I am
lecturing on the spinning of a cylinder on a rough inclined plane, the class attends,
nescient. If I am lecturing on the weavings of interpersonal relations on a rough day,
the class relaxes, wise.
Two of my favourite lecture words are "chair" and "crouch". When I lecture on
the meaning of "chair" I draw attention to a colleague of mine who gives a course on the
history of French culture: she knows France; she knows the chairs of the many Louis.
What if she begins the course by saying, "this semester I wish to focus on chairs". What
might she mean by "chairs"? When I think of "crouch" I include (for metaphysics is of
the concrete) all the crouchings and talk of crouching and minding of crouching in
history, but I can focus on Nijinski and his range of meanings of "crouch" and crouch:
the flights of his dancing, the frustrations of his sexuality, the achievements of his
choreography, the twists of his crouched insanity. You can, I hope, enlarge on my hints
from your own world: the chair of a favourite grandparent, the crouch of a happy or a
dying child. You may have a sense of what a chair meant to Vincent Van Gogh or to
Gerrit Thomas Rietveld,11 or you may live a little in the meaning of Auguste Rodin's
Crouching Woman (1880-82) or the crouch of Constantin Brancusi's The Prayer (1907).
Or you may be fortunate enough to have resonated, chaired in crouched listening, with
The Goldberg Variations of Bach and Glenn Gould.
Of course, I do not think that I am saying anything novel here. It is a clear
message of the book Insight and I was odd enough to be led to it by that book. But -and
here, of course, I am coming back to a key point which I have never left - what means
"clear"? Is Insight too clear for most? The book interprets minding in the full sublety of
both words, "interpret", "minding". Did it meet Lonergan's own standards?
On that question I pause, and I will shortly settle down to trim sections 2.1, 2.2,
2.3, 2.4 so as to focus them as hints that broaden the context and, I hope, the kontext.
They raise issues of inadequate or insufficient guidance, speech, comment, strategy:
issues of interpretation to be eventually met, I would suggest, by the structures of
displacement outlined in the following chapters.
Before moving on, however, I wish to comment on the emergence of the title to
the key section of this chapter, indeed of this book: section 2.5. The comment provides
not just some entertainment but may throw light on stumbling lucky molecules and on
the need of an explanatory heuristics of the operators of concrete creativity in total
process.
I had been working on Chapter Five, aspects of trinitarian theology. Turning
back to the present chapter I figured that what I was really on about was Adequate
Speaking. I then switched the title of Section 2.5 from "Spirobics" to "Being and
Speaking". Yet I meant more: I was concerned about interpretation in its interpersonal
sense, therefore with "harmonious" listening. "Being, Speaking, Listening" seemed,
then, a better title for the exercises. And it now had a trinitarian ring about it. But not
quite: all the Divine Persons are Being. The exercises relate to a peculiar personal
project: add, then, the Practical Word, the Project. So, I revised my title: "Listening,
Project, Speaking, Being". The reversed order, implicitly Spirit, Word, Speaker, relates
to a theology of history.12 But the word "being" is troublesome. In 1960 I wrote that I
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thought it might have been more helpful if Lonergan had used the word "ompa"
instead of "being" in Chapter Twelve of Insight.13 Then page 388 would become a much
more adequate shock. So I was led to another revision: "Listening, Project, Speaking,
Given". Given, of course is a tricky word. I mean by "Given" in this context what you
reach by is-ing. I do not wish to enter here into a discussion of facts or values as data,
givens. But I would note that is-ing is, in a deeply mysterious sense, a gift.14
At all events, coincidences left a final joke on me as I leaped to a new meaning
for me of the conclusion of Finnegans Wake that I quoted in Chapter One:
"Lps. The keys to. Given. A way ..."
I say that I gave myself, was given, a new meaning, an element of personal
symbolism which may indeed be shared with some others, despite the mesh of
coincidental words, authors, places, years. But the larger issue is the genesis of insight,
kontext, perspektive, out of the spirit's molecular and neural incubation within total
finality. I have written here and elsewhere in this small book of months and years of
such incubation, waiting, reaching and idling, within nature's rhythms. It seems to me
that our contemporary academic world is not geared to such a sweaty graceful pace.
I conclude this displaced, and I hope displacing, section, by returning to
Lonergan. The twenty-eight years incubation of Insight is not manifest either from the
book or its typescripts, but it is there. More manifest is the fourteen years incubation
of his economic dynamics, with notes spread over a decade of searching, and I draw a
parallel between my small leaps of synthesis expressed here anecdotally and
Lonergan's diagrammatic leaps in economic dynamics. Would Lonergan have hit on
his key diagram had baseball not been present to him, coincidentally inviting him
towards an elusive five-zone synthesis of the distribution and re-distribution of monies
and goods? (see next page)
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As I worked towards the conclusion of this section, I returned to a previous
effort of mine15 to communicate slow growth and climbing, and found myself in even
more agreement with myself of ten years ago than I was then. In the concluding page
of that article I read myself saying, "I have sketched briefly a project that has
preoccupied me in the twenty years since I encountered Lonergan's writings". What I
meant then by "project" is a pale vestigial shadow of what I mean now by "project".
Can the difference be told?
... I am clearly a disciple, like a second-rate musician in the presence of
Beethoven. I am increasingly puzzled by the difference between the
community of mind and the community of music. The community of
intellect seems to be, as Leo Strauss points out, a community of
'impressarios or lion-tamers'.16 The community of great musicians is
reverent. Chopin endlessly returned to Bach. Mahler's last word was
'Mozart'. Recently Herbert Von Karajan conducted Beethoven's fourth
and fifth symphonies, three weeks after having listened to them more
than 200 times in editing his Deutsche Grammaphon recording of the nine
.. 'From the moment I began', he remarked of the concert, 'they were new
works to me'.
Like Karajan with Beethoven, I cannot read Lonergan's works, even after
more than twenty years, as familiar; they are quite beyond me. He has
bridgeheaded generalized empirical method, the tandem incarnate
academic challenge of the twenty-first century and beyond; he has done
so in towering solitude. We could best honor him in his seventy-fifth year
by, primarily in solitude, coming to grips afresh with his invitation to
slowly discover our modern selves in the tandemness of his method".
The tandemness referred to is summarily described by Lonergan: "It does not
treat of objects without taking into account the corresponding operations of subjects; it
does not treat of the subject's operations without taking into account the corresponding
objects".17 It is what I have been led to call adequate empirical method, for without it
one just stumbles along, victim to the cultural disorientations of modernity, whether
one is doing physics, teaching tiny tots, writing about art, whatever. We will turn to the
problem of its beginnings in section 2.5.
2.1

An Oriental Minding?

Our brief venture into the Bhagavad-Gita does not easily fit in with traditional
reflection on it. This is evidently so because of the central empirical enterprize to which
this short book invites you: the difficulty, the need and the glory of treating ourselvesin-world (or Cosmos or Chaos or Maya) as Given, data, a riddle that is a riddler, to be
wondered about in homely dangerous fashion. But what of other views? We take up
one to help us forward in our reflections: William Johnston's writings on Zen and
Christianity.
Johnson points out, with the tradition, that the Gita invites towards a deep
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detachment akin to the Zen satori, an alertness beyond discursive reasoning, a reach to
a confidence akin to Julian of Norwich's "all will be well, and all manner of things will
be well". That reach is a going deep deep down beyond Maya towards a still point, a
suffering search for that ninth and bottom layer of Buddist consciousness where "one is
identified with the universe".18
Now I am pointing in quite a different direction, not necessarily in conflict with
the tradition of The Cloud of Unknowing, which indeed can foster, over a
lifetime of suffering reflection, a profound resonance with and in God's universe. The
direction I point in also involves varieties of suffering ascents or descents, such as those
described by Jung, Laing, Gerhard Adler, Progoff, but its active and passive focus is The
Cloud of Wonder that is our ground and grinding gift. In traditional terms, its home is
kataphatic theology not apophatic theology. In terms of guidance it looks, with Theresa
of Avila, for intelligence rather than sanctity. In terms of strategy, it prefers the
conundrum to the KÇan.
While I claim that there is no necessary conflict between the two Clouds, I must
add that conflict does occur because discussions of them are deeply disoriented. For,
such discussions inevitably raise issues of relevance, the reliability and the limitations
of reason, and the nature of discursive reason has been massively misrepresented in
both West and East in a way that opposes it to the mystic search. The
misrepresentation is embedded in language, gesture, aesthetic, patterns of education
and postures of address, with varying degrees of subtlety, casting doubts on pale
thought. Nor can it be represented, explanatorily thematized, without it being seriously
present in its exercise, that presence, prescience, becoming data.
One may, of course, become a mystic without investigating the Cloud of
Wonder, but one cannot speak adequately and post-modernly about the Way of
Mysticism without the context of that thematic. So, the experience and the writings of
both St.Thomas and St.John of the Cross continue to suffer warped metaphorical
interpretation, and youthful searchers find their accidental way through the
coincidental guidance of the sincere, the ignorant, the bogus.
But let me stay with Johnston. Writing of mysticism in theology, he remarks:
From all that has been said in this chapter one might draw the conclusion
that the primary need is for Christian theologians who are also mystics ...
All this is very true and very fine. Yet I refrain from drawing any
conclusions of this nature. The reason is that from the time of Thomas à
Kempis better men than I have attempted to convert the theologians - and
they have been conspicuously unsuccessful. The theologians remain
unregenerate. Consequently I will confine myself to a more practical
suggestion .. the need to elaborate a theological method which would put
greater emphasis on reflection on mystical experience.19
I can certainly resonate with Johnston's pessimism about theologians, but from
what I have been saying throughout this small book you already expect that my
practical suggestion will take a different turn, or if you like, the recommended
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reflection has an extra twist. We are back with the Foresord's challenge to detect
detecting, to detect reflection. Without that detecting, the reflection on mystical
experience will be a warped mirroring of modernity's muddles. To bring out the
peculiarity of the challenge I would claim that there is a massive emergence in these
millenia of a need, a cosmic groaning, for reflection on spiritual exercises, a reflection I
would call metaspirobics. And this leads me to bring out a sharp contrast between the
present approach and that of Johnston.
Johnston writes:
In particular the mystical experience of the Trinity should be a central
theme for theological reflection - for the doctrine of the Trinity comes out
of the mystical experience of Jesus himself and looms large in the inner
life of Paul and all the great mystics.20
I wish, on the other hand, to claim that the central zone for theological reflection
is not mystical experience of the Trinity but the ordinary contextualized spiritual
experiences of the human subjects that we are. I would further claim that the theology
of the Trinity comes out of centuries of community turmoil within only a "tincture of
system" and with no essential dependence on mysticism.21 Largely, the maturing
theology of the Trinity comes out of the Faithful reflections of Augustine and Thomas
on their spiritual experiences. The project of sorting out the riddle of his life and his
desires was a spiritual experience for Augustine; the project of doing biology was a
spiritual experience for Thomas; your project, either grasping the doing of science or
economics, or of sorting out "that part of your mind which - blast it - there is no direct
way down to" is a spiritual experience grounding a glimpse, not only of yourself as way,
but also of the Way of Being.
2.2

Rhetoric, Systems, Minding

Outside the academic disciplines concerned with rhetoric, the word "rhetoric"
tends to be used pejoratively: Macauley wrote of "the sublime wisdom of the
Areopagitica and the nervous rhetoric of the Iconoclast",22 the Socrates of the Gorgias
and the Phraedus focuses nicely our common suspicion of the central ground of such a
usage, and Lonergan expresses a key element of that ground:
because names and heuristic anticipation can be mistaken for insights,
because partial insights have the same generic character as full
understanding, because the satisfaction of full understanding can be
mimicked by an air of profundity, a glow of self-importance, a power to
command respectful attention, because the attainment of insight is a
hidden event and its content a secret that does not admit communication,
because other men worship understanding but are not secure enough in
their own possession of it to challenge mistaken claims, the magician and
then the gnostic have their day".23
Still, there is a positive view of rhetoric and eloquence implicit throughout the
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Platonic dialogues, and brought out to some extent by Aristotle when he formally
writes on the subject. "The rhetoric strikes a major blow for philosophic rhetoric,
consistent with the direction in which Plato was looking",24 and consistent with
Aristotle's generic advance beyond Plato in his emphasis on enthymeme and
illustration. Aristotle remarks of the earlier writers on rhetoric, "these writers, however,
say nothing about enthymemes, which are the substance of rhetorical persuasion ...
they have nothing to tell us; nothing, that is, about how to gain skill in enthymemes".25
In this short section I am certainly not entering into the complex history of
Rhetoric. Kennedy's three volumes give a descriptive indication of how the practice
and theory of rhetoric move through the Roman and medieval periods reaching
patterns, criticized by Fenelon, that mesh comfortably with Machiavelli and Realpolitik.
Here I will stay with Aristotle, make some elementary suggestions, and return in the
conclusion to Plato and the envisagement of a larger project.
Oscar Brownstein provides a context related to our struggle when he writes of
Rhetoric as Social Phronesis. Phronesis "enables man to come to a wise decision in
regard to good and evil things"; "if this indeed is Aristotle's implicit view of the nature
and function of rhetoric, then the neo-Aristotelian tradition has been non-Aristotelian
in some fundamental ways. This is a rhetoric, the ultimate aim of which is to produce
solutions and not merely persuasion; it deals with matters not resolvable by logic alone
and therefore its means cannot be reduced to formal logic".26
In the conclusion of sections 2.3 and 2.4, and more fully in chapter four, we will
touch on pointers towards what may be considered as an enabling institution for
fullsome phronesis. Here I wish merely to follow on from the end of the quotation
from Brownstein. Certainly, the means of adequate rhetoric cannot be reduced to
formal discourse. Yet such discourse is the language of many learned papers and of a
discomforting proportion of academic lectures. By formal discourse I mean patterns of
speech mediated not just by formal logic but also by the misrepresentation of mind
seeded in more recent centuries by the view of Scotus. Such patterns tend to turn
lecture halls into zones of narcotized receptivity or of bogus comprehension.
Before we move to a very elementary illustration of enthymemetic discourse, it
may be worthwhile to recall the efforts of chapter one. There our focus was on
minding, both solitary and social. What is called for in detection, in friendship, in
direction to a street or a life-struggle, is appropriately "on the ball" minding. The
opposition implicit in our title between rhetoric and minding, rhetorik, is between a
rhetoric that cloaks rather than covers, uncovers, a topic, or may even cloak ignorance
of a topic, and a minding that is mediated by an appropriation of truth and method,
mediating genuine interpretation. Rhetoric may meet an issue eloquently, but minding
meets a person Socratically.
Let me suppose that I am minding someone through elementary geometry. I
recall now my own unhappy days with Euclid. Indeed, I recall many unhappy lecture
hours of my four university years of mathematics, where I took notes mindlessly, later
struggling for the relevant insights. What I might call standard Euclidean teaching
begins with a theorem, interposes a completed diagram, and then lays on a deductive
expansion. One is led through the expansion line by line and ends up, without too
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much ecstacy, at the glorious Q.E.D. (meaning, for us small boys, Quite Easily Done).
Let us, then, try a different tack, starting with a problem, not a proposition. I quote a
previous presentation and note, since we are hovering round that problem throughout
the chapter, that Lonergan quoted an earlier presentation when illustrating lower quasioperators in the mid-seventies.
"In a circle of, say, unit radius, two diameters, perpendicular to each other, are drawn.
From an arbitrary point P on the circumference two perpendiculars PR and PS are
drawn to the two diameters. The problem is, What is the ratio of RS to the radius? You
have now drawn the figure? Perhaps even solved easily the puzzle? Your reaction to
the puzzle and your solution of it will depend very much on your habits of
mathematics. If mathematics leaves you cold, then you may find it hard enough to
make a proper diagram much less solve the puzzle. If you are a mathematician then the
solution is just too obvious. If you fall in between these two extremes then you may
draw and mark and puzzle, even try trigonometry. Joining R and S will be an evident
thing to do; but it may take a pedagogue to adequately dispose the phantasm by the
drawing of another line. The line to draw is the line joining the centre to the point P,
say OP. Eureka! With the insight emerges the solution, the relation between RS and
the radius.
Now note that the solution can be formulated or thrown into syllogistic form, and this
will help you get some light on features of the syllogism which are often
misrepresented. We have, therefore, the syllogism:
and
therefore

RS = OP
OP = Radius;
RS = Radius.

Note that we started, not with two premises, but with the conclusion in the form:
RS ? Radius
Our search, through diagram, was for a middle term, and the middle term was supplied
as soon as one adverted to the significance of OP. Only then can the syllogism be
constructed. To coin an expression for this constructing, one might say that the insight
is crystallized into a syllogism."27
My illustration holds no surprise for anyone who has absorbed chapter one of
Lonergan's Verbum. Indeed, it would not surprise good teachers who do not live in the
warp of conceptualism and deductivism. I think now of W. W. Sawyer's presentation of
abstract algebra, where the stress is on the preformulation stage, on the elements that
enable the student to cast proofs into formal expression.28 I think of the remarkable
talent for presentation of Cornelius Lanczos in lectures and in books, happily recalling
his remark at the end of a lecture I gave in 1960 on metamathematics: "I too am an
intuitionist".29 On the other hand I have few happy memories of my struggles with
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graduate texts in Topology, Integration Theory, Algebra, written in hypotheticodeductive opaqueness.
But am I claiming that systematic presentation is out, that the treatise is even
more limited than Lonergan indicates? I will make a few stray points before concluding
this section.
First, my experience of lecturing graduate courses in mathematics and
mathematical physics made it evident to me that graduates are as much in need of
strategic images as beginners. Certainly, the strategic images are more sophisticated
and will regularly have the remoteness of the purely symbolic meshed with implicit
definition, but even then appeals to illustrative hierarchic images and primary models
are necessary pointers.
Secondly, advanced texts or even technical journal contributions should break
beyond purely formal character to a bracketting of topic between image and
subjectivity: such a heuristically-balanced merging of image, formal content and
methodology is not significantly within the probability-schemes of our culture.
Thirdly, when the advanced text is in an underdeveloped area such as sociology,
formal treatment tends to generate a vocabulary and a system beyond the present
potential of the science. This relates to the problem of levels of common matter and
description touched on in section 4.3. There is the deeper trouble, of course, mentioned
immediately.
Fourthly, then, when the text deals with topics that essentially involve
subjectivity - as in psychology, metamathematics, economics, literary criticism contemporary conventions of formal treatment generate an eloquence that
systematically and subtly exclude the real points at issue, the issues of spirit.
Fifthly, there is the zone of aesthetic system, where system is used analogously:
Bruckner's Eight Symphony and Cervantes' Don Quixote are systematic. Such concrete
systems speak to the attentive questing subjects in their own particular pattern of
adequacy. The mediating and mediated pattern can be warped by a context of pseudotheory, rhetoric, criticism, analysis: which brings me to the next general point.
Sixthly, then, there is the problem of systematizations which are pseudo- or
mythic or post-, part of the larger problem of the reduction or distortion of meaning in
scholarship, art, science, religion, methdology. Such distortion occurs most frequently
in broad liberal arts programs or in popular science course. One can spend a year
getting from Homer to Hamlet without a seriously-discomforting aesthetic experience.
One can pick up an academic credit by sweeping through science from Dalton to Dirac
without ever glimpsing the horizon of science.
Lastly, there is the problem of theology, to which all the above points relate,
even though the problem of present theology is certainly not one of subtle
systematization. Indeed, it is much more a problem of the dominance of a rhetoric of
reference and feeling, both in academic and popular writing, that does nothing serious
to satisfy the obscure longings of the genuinely-cultured religious searcher. But more
on this as we go along.
In this section I have been moving round the topic which emerged first, in this
book, in Appendix one, when I focussed on a short comment in Insight on
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interpretation. Chapter four will see the topic transformed into a complex problem of
groups of mediations mediating communication to people as they are, at their own pace
in their own race. But I think it suitable to conclude the section, as I began it, with the
Greek tradition, with a text of Plato that we can read and misread magnificantly in
relation to our present reflections:
Until someone knows the truth of each thing about which he speaks or
writes and is able to define everything in its own genus, and having
defined it knows how to break the genus down into species and
subspecies to the point of indivisibility, discerning the nature of the soul
in accordance with the same method, while discovering the logical
category which fits with each nature, and until in a similar way he
composes and adornes speech, furnishing variegated and complex speech
to a variegated soul and simple speech to a simple soul - not until then
will it be possible for speech to exist in an artistic form in so far as the
nature of speech is capable of such treatment, neither for instruction nor
for persuasion, as has been shown by the entire past discussion.30
2.3

A Wounded Civilization

In the introduction I noted that this section was metamorphosed by attending
the film Salaam Bombay.31 From being an intimation of post-1947 Indian directions and
misdirections it has become metadescriptive of root problems of the mediation of
"themselves". From something that might well have fallen under my criticism of
rhetoric it has become a pointer towards the need for the massive metastrategies of
chapters four and six.
The film Salaam Bombay is an exception, discon-tinuous in its emergence from
institutions of production and direction. Obviously such a discontinuity merits
institutionalization, yet such institutionalization has low probabilities. One has only to
scan the Indian dailies to see the schemes of recurrence of film entertainment. For
instance, I was pleased to note in The Statesman, Calcutta,32 that Inspector Ghote (acted
by Naseeruddin Shah) was hitting the big screen that night for the first time in The
Perfect Murder (director Zaffer Hai). The film is in English (dubbed in Hindi there)
and is praised for quiet unpretentious wry humour, contrasting with what the critic
calls "the cops of police academy". Still, more regular fare, opening the same night, was
Commando, and the same critic remarks, "the surprize is that Naseeruddin Shah is part
of the mess ... the notable actor cannot show much muscle but he has lungs with which
to inflict untold misery on all including the audience". But did the audience notice?
Did the film industry take note? As David Putnam discovered at Columbia in the mideighties, Chariots of Fire and The Last Emperor must bow to Rambo dollar-power.
My few comments on film will, I hope, help you to reach towards the metaquestion, which is about the scope, control, effectiveness, transformation, of
commonsense communication, whatever the medium: a film, its newspaper criticism,
production decisions, etc. My section title, A Wounded Civilization, is that of a work of
V. S. Naipaul.33 His literary reputation is sufficiently established for me to be able to
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speak respectfully of his work as high-class journalism. But does it meet, in its
achievement and within present cultural possibilities, the role, task, Aristotle might
require of it as social phronesis? In the year of India's independence, Bernard Lonergan
indulged in journalism about journalism when he wrote,
... schools breed materialists, and universities train revolutionaries;
newspapers, magazines, books exploit the disorientation of minds and the
weakness of characters for the lofty aim of increasing their sales. In this
Babel objectives have to be pared down to minima if they are to be
proposed; they have to be further reduced if they are to be accepted; and
the performance of what is accepted is a good deal less than the promise.
So we muddle from crisis to crisis to be tumbled from catastrophe to
cataclasm. Why? Because our glorious Western civilization is on the
verge of intellectual and moral bankruptcy.34
What was his role, task, and its effectiveness? What is the effect on common
meaning of The Messenger of the Sacred Heart? I am writing here, obviously, of what
may be called "good journalism", acceptable in these late centuries of modernity, and in
such journalism one might include communications as diverse as Toynbee's optimistic
lectures, One World and India.35 Ved Mehta's pessimistic books,36 The St.Thomas
Christian Encyclopedia of India,37 The Green Revolution in India,38 National and Left
Movements in India.39 There are other journalisms, however, that are accepted and
effective, such as communications that flow, in legislation and business, in India, from
"the unholy alliance within present economic perspective, between third world political
elites and western corporate interests", an unholy mediation that makes plausible the
view that "Indian government seems intent to indicate to the IMF that it is ready to
provide an investment environment unruffled by civil liberties".40 Against such
alliances there flows a range of ineffectual journalisms and protests.
I am tempted here to reach forward for illustrations to lecture 48 "Nature's
Priests, Screaming Trees"41 but perhaps my point comes across popularly by calling
attention to some tree-saving movements. So, rock stars can sing for the trees with Joni
Mitchell and Ringo Starr,42 native indians can literally cling to the trees,43 newspersons
can criticize legislation about trees,44 and David Suzuki can make a concerned forestappearance in your living room.
But the statistically-effective journalism is the (primarily neurotic) journalism of
government, business, behaviorism, reductionism, positivism, necrophilia, and
"realism" would insist that "we live in an imperfect world where injustice and
hypocrisy are essential ingredients for productivity".44a So, it seems inevitable that
40,000,000 tribal people (non-Hindu) of India will lose their forest homes, their lives,45 in
the next 20 years, and the Earth will find the sun no longer friendly.
Now if you are with me in the twists and turns of this book you will know that I
am not trying to stir you to form more effective green parties, or to promote some lobby
for better buildings, better films, better government, or to emulate the trenchant
journalism of Karl Krauss or G.K. Chesterton.46 I am drawing your attention to the
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massive warped inadequacy of present global detecting-fever, so as to invite you
gradually to stir yourself in the normative detecting of normative detecting-fever,
towards envisaging, in chapter four, a collaborative global care. In that envisagement,
journalism is viewed as mediated by the crowning inner achievement of
Cosmogenetics, the speciality of Comm-unications or Executive Reflection. Such a
view gives quite new meaning to Chesterton's quaint claim: "the trouble with the
journalist is that he has to work as hard as a millionaire, while he hates work as heartily
as a mystic".47
The new meaning, as we shall see in section 4.4, calls for diagrams, and I will
add one such aid here. But I would first note that the sought new viewpoint is not
utopian: indeed, it will find no grounds for Edward Goldsmith's optimism, "the task of
discrediting the world-view of modernism is well underway",48 but recognizes rather
the stability of recurrence-schemes and institutions of distruction: Mafia, military,
multinational, whatever. Still, the envisagement of a new dimension of human global
control in emergent probability includes such shifts of probabilities as that of adultgrowth: from "less than 1%" to "less than 2%", perhaps, by the end of the next century.
I have written at length of this viewpoint elsewhere,49 but perhaps I might repeat
here a previous comment that meets a common objection to this strange view on
viewpoint:
What I have stressed in this preface is my suspicion that we are only at the
beginning of history, that the next million years is on the side of the epiphany of quest
and goal. Still, might we not end soon in a nuclear holocaust?
Part of the glory of history is man's envisagement of its schedules of
probabilities and possibilities. If the sapling of history is cut down from
within, still it can have, within, a vision of the temporal noosphere that,
paradoxically, redeems God. The envisagement is the core of future
academic growth: its opposite is an elderhood that is the fraud of being in
reality 'not old folk but young people of eighteen, very much faded'. Our
molecules, 'our arms and legs filled with sleeping memories', passionately
demand that we fly after the butterfly. 'There the butterfly flew away
over the bright water, and the boy flew after it, hovering brightly and
easily, flew happily through the blue space. The sun shone on his wings.
He flew after the yellow and flew over the lake and over the high
mountain, where God stood on a cloud and sang'.49
Finally, we come to our diagrammatic aid from page 48 of Method in Theology.
Our interest has shifted in this chapter from chapter one's focus on Everyone's and my
capacities and needs to a problem of social phronesis, of the mediation of authentic
common meaning.50 The aid to concrete reflection that I offer here is a diagrammatic
ordering borrowed from Lonergan. I make no attempt to enlarge on the comprehensive
leads he gives to its interlocking on meanings. My interest is in its concrete descriptive
application by beginners.
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INDIVIDUAL

SOCIAL

ENDS

POTENTIALITY

ACTUATION

capacity, need

operation

cooperation

particular good

plasticity
perfectibility

development,
skill

institution,
role, task

good of order

liberty

orientation,
conversion

personal
relations

terminal value

The serious meaning-for-you of this spread of names depends completely on
what you made of "capacity" and "need" through chapter one and the related exercises.
A good imagination helps here: each of the twelve units of the diagram have to be
envisaged as six-layered, picking up from exercise 2.5.20. A second helpful, but
difficult, point is that the array is meant always to be thought of concretely, and to be
slowly and patiently filled out.51 So, for example, what we have touch on mainly so far
in this section is the unit "institution, role, task" which covers the operations of media.
This may remind some of you of social studies and models, but if you have made some
progress in following the leads of chapter one you are already displaced out of that
context, and the displacement helps you to sense, glimpse, the obscene necrophiliac gap
between the cooperations of such institutions, and their thematization, and the reality
of your own deep possibilities.
2.4

The Beginning of the Beginning

So, I return to the problem of beginning that I wrote of in section 2.0, but here it
is the problem of beginning concerning what is ultimate. Again, I am beginning with
Voegelin's beginning of his last book, and it is a curious providential accident that this
section is the last section to be written of in this last book of mine. A further curiosity is
that I begin it again this morning after a lengthy (quasi-operational?) discussion
yesterday with a colleague regarding North American dialogue with Rorty, Derrida,
Gadamar, and now apparently disparate issues of monologue and dialogue come
together in these closing, yet opening, reflections on beginnings.
Yet, this "coming together" is personal to me: obviously, it is not a coming
together for my beginning students; less obviously, it is not a coming together for or
with Voegelin, Gadamer etc. And I find it fitting that in this "final pre-beginning"
section the ambiguity of my effort, ever present, should be revealed once more. But
again I appeal to the analogy of sciences. The ambiguity is not unique; one can be
puzzled, in a first year course in physics, by oddities of ds/dt and of light's velocity and
identity. Just, then, as there is no harm in pointing towards such a coming-together in
physics as Einstein's initial push for a geometry of curved space-time, so there is no
harm in pointing towards a coming together in metatheory of two poles of ultimacy,
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two rocks of support, finite and infinite originating valuers, the emptiness of core
human subjectivity, and the fullness and folly of Divine Subjectivity.52 But let us, as
beginners, get back to the problem of beginnings.
The "final pre-beginning" section points to section 2.5 as beginnings. Beginnings
of what? My view is that these metaspirobic exercises are a humble humanly-significant
strategic beginning of any metasearch. In this book, chapter one and chapter five
implicity illustrate this in relation, respectively, to the ultimacies of finite and infinite
value-originators. Here, however, I wish to make the point in an elementary descriptive
fashion through some few reflections on the search of Voegelin and of the journal
Ultimate Reality and Meaning.53
Let us return to Voegelin. In the Introduction to the work in question Ellis
Sandoz writes:
Voegelin's finding and refining the context of truth articulated over
millennia, in an activity whose terms must be applied reflexively to itself
as reality becoming luminous in our own present, was once characterized
to me in these words: 'From my first contact with such works as the
Cloud of Unknowing, to my more recent understanding of the mystical
problem ... the great issue [has been]: not to stop at what may be called
classical mysticism, but to restore the problem of the Metaxy for society
and history'.54
Sendoz' introductory comment is obscure, with an obscurity intimately related to
our problem of beginnings, but it is clear that Voegelin's efforts were directed towards
the restoration of a problem, a problem of In-betweenness. It is a problem lurking "in
the existential process of the quest for truth in which both the reader and the writer are
engaged".55 Laced into the problem is the need of "a language common to reader and
writer", "communicating the meanings in the area of the existential quest".56 But the
issue of quest and language is obscured "by the paradoxical structure of consciousness
and its relation to reality".57 Voegelin then moves forward into reflections on what I
might call an unexamined ungrounded paradoxicality; the result is a pervasive
obscurity in his writing here as in previous volumes. This is brief and blunt, but my
comment must be contextualized by the panoply of pointers in the present text. Here I
will only refer backwards to features of "the problem" already touched on. "The
problem" to be restored is you and I, reader and writer, Molly and Poldy, Here Comes
Everybody! No doubt we are eager to reach "the problem" in the fullness of its terminal
ultimacy, but there is a proximate ultimacy that is obscurely revealed "in the existential
process of the quest for truth". To move from that obscurity of givenness to a slim
luminosity one must travel, as in any science, from lesser manageable givenness to
contexts, plateaus, of further search. Critical method "is method with respect to the
ultimate, method applied to the most basic issues".58 It deals with "the existential
process of the quest for truth" but it climbs this Everest by moving from patiently
established base camp to luminous cumulative results that secure classical, statistical,
genetic, dialectic and cosmogenetic perspectives. So, it can identify a starting place in
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"the existential process of the quest for truth" that is the simple puzzling and
metapuzzling illustrated by section 2.5. But "it" really is you, and "can" means only can,
not may or will. We are back in section 1.3, balanced between the sad smile and the
moral impotence that lace our daily neurotic displacements. I recall Husserl:
How I would like to live on the heights. For this is all my thinking craves
for. But shall I ever work my way upwards, if only for a little, so that I can
gain something of a free distant view? I am now forty-five years old, and
I am still a miserable beginner.59
You wish a distant view? Might you, then, face the climb with Newman's words
"one step enough for me"?
I turn now from the individual search of Voegelin or you to "the problem" that is
the communal search represented by the journal Ultimate Reality and Meaning. Here I
point forward to the plausible structuring of communal searching discussed in chapter
four. But first, an old favorite exercise. I have in hand the index to Vol. I. My reader will
not be surprized at this stage when I note that there is no entry between Puyo
(prehistoric inhabitants of Manchuria) and Rgveda, no entry, then, under quest,
question. Not that there is an absence of interest in these realities. But the realities, the
subjective pole of ultimacy, the commonness of Manchurian and Hindu, are not central
topics. Surely it is not too strange to expect some focus of attention on what is common
both to the investigator and the investigated? Yet when one peruses the volumes since
the foundation of the journal, one finds the same established truncated subjectivity that
we found in works on linguistics in chapter one. But let me leave this issue aside and
anticipate our struggles in chapter four.
The journal presents an enormous variety of interests, large and small. There are
broad sweeps through systems like those of Samuel Alexander and Ludwig von
Bertalanffy; there are detailed studies like the investigation of ultimacy in the Kalpa
Sutras or of alcohol in Papago Indian searching. Anticipating chapter four, I may risk
saying that it is all too like biology before Darwin or chemistry before 1870. Is there
some structuring of the communal effort that might help? Chapter four suggests that
there is. And I would further suggest that such a structure, tentatively employed,
would be another type of beginning. Initial efforts would be like employing the rules of
logic in the absence of thematized laws of thought.60 Still, Confucius say, "if something
is worth doing, it is worth doing badly".
But I must cut my pre-beginning comments short so that we might begin our
metaspirobics. I conclude with the sweeping conclusion to one of my own contributions
to the URAM meeting of August 1987:
What is needed and seeded, then, is an ever more refined openness to the
restless heart of the internal dynamic of the personal and total search, in
the reflective mode of generalized empirical method and functional
specialization, an openness that would carry the search, in centuries to
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come, into a dialectic and evolutionary heuristic of the genera and species
of ultimate meanings existentially present in human groups.61
2.5

Listening, Project, Speaking:
the keys to, Given.

This section contains some few illustrations of elementary exercises that help
beginners to come to grips with the dynamics of their own consciousness. They may
also be of help to people who have already been engaged in the study of subjectivity
and consciousness yet still have not glimpsed the cultural shift involved in what I call
adequate empirical method.62 The exercises do not live well on paper: they sparkle and
discomfort best in relaxed dialogue spiced with humour.
The exercises are elementary. But many relevant exercises which might be
considered elementary for a sufficiently-cultured school-leaving consciousness are
omitted here: to many of my beginning students the realms of scholarly, aesthetic and
scientific experience are quite foreign.63 Again, many of my exercises are culture-bound
in that they are tied in with the English language (e.g., exercises 2.5.2, 2.5.6), others are
transcultural even if they may not appear so (e.g., exercises 2.5.1, 2.5.5). One must be
attuned to such features when selecting exercises. The drive, of course, is towards your
(the student's) initial noticing of the elements of meaning in yourself, the gradual
correlation of the dynamic operation of these elements, the addition to this elementary
dynamic of a notion of the notions of thing and this-ing and where-ing and when-ing
and why-ing etc. I find it useful to invite non-English students to produce the relevant
diagrams (see exercise 2.5.20) in their own languages (Chinese, Swahili, whatever) and
to be on the lookout for subtle and illuminating variations in the expression of the basic
human questing-dynamic.
In what follows, while I give occasional hints, I do not attempt to spell out lines
and layers of self-appreciation nor the stages of help that may be required in different
problems so that "the act of understanding leaps forth when the sensible data are in a
suitable constellation".64 Even the simpler problems merit days of self-attention to reach
the refinements of one's dynamics. Furthermore, the hints given in the exercises are
cumulative: so, for example, the pointers to the meaning of the meaning of abstraction
in the early exercises are implicit in all the later exercises. Contrary to popular usage,
the abstract is the centre of the world of minding, of the project and destiny of me and
being. I suppose we need a new word: indeed we need a new language.65
Exercises 1-19 are, in the main, focused on questions and insights regarding nonconscious objects of inquiry. Exercise 20 focuses on useful diagrams of the invariant
dynamics of you, and of all human subjects. The final four exercises are really four
genera of exercises regarding things, love, ultimacy and functional specialization. Here
you will find yourself on a quite different level of difficulty, facing an Augustine-like
task to which we will return in section 6.5, but do not be discouraged. This type of adult
growth in interiority is slow. I recall my own long struggle with exercise 2.5.21 through
the winter of 1963-64. And perhaps you might gain patience and courage from the
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remark of Lonergan in 1964, in an unpublished lecture on "Consciousness in the
Trinity":
Unfortunately, some people have the impression that while Tertullian and
others of his time may have made such a mistake, no one repeats it today.
Nothing could be further from the truth. For until a person has made the
personal discovery that he is making Tertullian's mistake all along the
line, until he has gone through the crisis involved in overcoming one's
spontaneous estimate of the real, and the fear of idealism involved in it,
he is still thinking just as Tertullian did. It is not a sign that one is dumb
or backward. St. Augustine was one of the most intelligent men in the
whole Western tradition and one of the best proofs of his intelligence is in
the fact that he himself discovered that for years he was unable to
distinguish between what is a body and what is real.
2.5.1
The following is the beginning of a division of the alphabet in two:
A EF _______
BCD
I divide it so with a certain idea in mind. Your task is to guess, discover, that idea. As in
all these exercises, patience may be required, depending on your background and
temperament. I can recall, on several occasions, spending hours adding hints and
humour to an individual's efforts. Of course, the really subtle effort is that which is
required to make the primary effort the focal topic, the effort described in the middle of
Insight, p.274 necessary to making the first three lines of that page actually intelligible
in a profound post-modern sense.66 And so with all the other exercises. In this exercise
you might pause and puzzle over my suggestion that I am asking you to abstract the
idea that I have in mind from the writing that you have in hand. And I am asking you
to abstract further, from the effort you have in mind, an idea of the genesis, formulation
and reflective validation of the primary idea.
2.5.2
Now for some crossword puzzles. I have a curious way of conjuring up these puzzles.
You have to flex all your elements to solve them, to understand a little of my trickery, to
know and value in some initial manner your own messy procedure. The focus of your
detecting of detecting should be on the dynamics of your whatting and ising, but your
concrete effort is a vast sequence of vibrant shootings through all the elements of
meaning, involving rhythms of frustration, humour, despair, prayer. I will not add
elaborate comments here. As I remarked already, there is no replacing the classroom
situation where hints and puns can enrich the phantasm generated by what follows (if
what? follows!), so that even if you don't discover the four words, you do discover
your elemental self. You must be patient, facing this crooked cross standing on a
hammer.
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If you work seriously and slowly at the detecting of this childhood detecting, you will
begin to get a glimpse of the displacement in yourself grounded in the search for an
understanding of any understanding.
2.5.4
The topic, technique, is a wide-ranging one: think of language-skills, apt symbolisms,
all the varieties of know-how that work without real "know-how" on the levels either of
direct or introspective understanding. All such techniques call for the metaillumination that the following exercise suggests.
First, you learn to multiply numbers between 6 and 10 without using the multiplication
table beyond five. It is a simple matter of numbering your five digits starting with little
fingers as 6, ending with thumbs as 10. When you wish to multiply, say, 8x7, you join
the middle finger and a second finger. Count the joined fingers and those below as
tens: that gives you 50. Multiply the fingers above the join: 2x3=6. On addition you
get 56. Try it for 6x6, 6x9, 10x10. Indeed, it works for 5x5!
But why does it work? There are layers of answers to the why. And there are
layers of meta-answers to questions about these layers of answers.
2.5.5
8,549,176,320 is a special number for an Englishperson. Is it special for a Hindu? Is its
specialness culturebound or culture invariant? Did you abstract these answers and the
varieties of specialness by looking or remembering? Or is abstraction the result of
creative interest?
"Confirmed, crowned, dignified,
excellent, fortunate".
Which word does not fit in the group? why? what does "which" mean here? what
does "why" mean?
2.5.6

Have you reached all the possible answers? Did you notice that more than one word
qualifies? What do you mean by "notice"? Did you notice that there is more than one
reason why a word does not fit? What do you mean here by "reason"?
(1+2+3+4) + (1+2+3+4+5) = 52
2.5.7
This is true for 5. Is it true for n? Can you find a neat image that makes it obvious to
you? And what might you mean by "obvious" and "true"?
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What do you think of the more compact presentation of the same puzzle or suggestion:
1+2 is a bigger prime than 2;
1+2.3 is a bigger prime than 2 or 3:
1+2.3.5 is a bigger prime than 2 or 3 or 5;
and 1+p1p2p3 ... pm is a bigger prime than p1 or p2 or p3 or ... or pm.
So there is no greatest prime number.
Is this satisfactory? You may be interested in finding out whether 1+p1p2p3 ... pm is
even a prime number or in producing a rigorous proof on the issue. What might you
mean by a rigorous proof?
How do the two presentations differ? If you are a mathematician you should be able to
structure an axiom system from which both presentations, and others, might be
derived. What is meant by derived here?
2.5.10
On a chessboard, block out the squares at diagonally opposite corners. You have 31
dominoes to cover the remaining 62 squares. Can you do it? If not, why not?
Are inverse insights required to solve this puzzle?69
Can you formulate without remainder your methodological solution?
2.5.11
Is it possible to pick up a piece of rope, one hand holding each end, and tie a knot in the
rope without letting go of either end?
Did you, or could you, solve this without imagining or doing anything relevant?
Perhaps you found it easy because of being three-dimensional? What if you were fourdimensional? We are here on the edge of a grand spread of puzzles and metaspirobic
problems. Try cutting a Möbius strip alone the middle: what do you imagine you get?
Try drawing a Klein bottle.70
2.5.12

Beginning at the dot, draw a continuous line that crosses all 15 segments of line exactly
once.
Does your solution involve inverse insight? or unformulated insight? Can you
formulate precisely any deviousness involved in solving this problem?
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2.5.13
If it takes seven men seven days to dig seven holes, how long will it take one man to
dig half a hole? Does your answer involve an inverse insight?
2.5.14 A Cambodian Riddle
Three brothers wish to divide twenty-four bottles among themselves. Of the twentyfour bottles, twelve are large and twelve are small. Of the twelve large bottles, seven
are filled with alcohol and five are empty. Of the twelve small bottles, seven are filled
with alcohol and five are empty. The question is: how should the three brothers divide
up the bottles in such a way that each obtains the same number of large and small
bottles?
This riddle is translated from Khmer, the language of Cambodia. Can you find a
solution? Is the solution culture-bound? dependent on linguistic usage? Thematize
the context of your solution and relate it to the last nine lines of Insight, p.30.
2.5.15

M is tut N and O,
N is tut O and fuf P,
Therefore (one of the following)
M is not tut O and P
a.
b.
O is tut N
c.
P is tut O
d.
O is tut P

Does the ordinary order of the alphabet help or confuse?
Does it help to know that "tut" means "above" and "fuf" means below?
Does diagramming help?
At the end you have a three-line argument. What does "argument" mean? What does
"therefore" mean?
2.5.16
Put nine pigs into four pig-pens so that an odd number of pigs is in each pen.
Can you indicate the number of solutions for the general indeterminate case? Can you
put restrictions on the problem so as to reduce the number of solutions? What do you
mean here by "indeterminate", "general", "restrict"? And why is it that more than one
pig or one pen is possible anyway? And do the pigs change as you move them about,
because they are moved about? Etc.
2.5.17
Fill in the missing number:
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35, 19, , 7.
It would help if you shifted to algebra. Can you specify what you mean by algebra, and
if so, is that specification methodological or mathematical? What might be mean above
by "shifted"?
2.5.18
You have a soup-plate floating in a half-full sink of water. Which will raise the water
more: putting a stone in the soup-plate, or putting a stone in the sink? Or does it make
a difference?
Can you specify the essential context of your reflections? Suppose you add, not a stone,
but the same "size" as the stone in (a) mercury, (b) wood, (c) oil?
Is there a difference if you move your experiment (a) to the bath, (b) to tomorrow?
Why?71
2.5.19
In the film Rainman, of the defective Raymond (Dustin Hoffman) it was said
repeatedly "he does not understand the concept of money". What does this mean? Did
his brother "understand the concept of money"? From your introductory perspective on
understanding, spell out as best you can the disorientations of communication and
education grounding, and grounded by, such turns of speech. And what, by the way,
do you mean by money? Does your meaning qualify as adequate description? (does it
point to intelligent consciousness?); might it be explanatory on some level?
2.5.20
This set of generic exercises is in the proper use, creation and relating of the diagrams
on the following page. It will be enlarged on in sections 4.4 and 6.5. You are invited to
read the lines, words and numbers in their full explantory reference to the givens of
your consciousness, but your initial efforts are bound to be descriptive and vague.
The first two diagrams are taken from an earlier work.72 The third diagram puts these
together in a way that helps towards appreciating the layers of normative
consciousness, towards grounding functional specialization, towards questioning the
structure of the previous two diagrams. The fourth diagram is one I find useful in
discussing the operations of the elements of meaning in ordinary dialogue or in the
dialogues involved in artistic creation and reception, in teaching history or science, in
pursuing therapeutic insights, in pursuing insights into the dynamics of one's dialogue
with Joyce's Ulysses or John's Gospel etc., etc.73 It is also useful in opening up the larger
issues of the physics and chemistry of dialogue, the shift to full explanatory heuristics
etc: but such matters go quite beyond the introductory level.
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2.5.21
Here I turn to a genus of exercises which will carry you to a new level of difficulty. It is
the genus I referred to when I wrote, at the conclusion of my introduction to this
section, of my slowness in coming to grips with it. I may best introduce the genus by
quoting a previous effort of mine to initiate people into this particular investigation: "If
the reader will pause and reflect on our discussion so far, he may perhaps arrive at the
suspicion that I have been cheating a little. In a certain sense he would be correct. In
our early instances of What-questions we stressed correlations, properties if you like.
But properties are always properties of. There is an insight involved here, which is, one
might say, so spontaneous that it is regularly neglected if not worse. It is for instance
neglected in the current debate about transubstantiation in Christian theology. It is the
insight associated with the notion of thing, substance. I hesitate to venture into this
delicate region with its demand for serious and prolonged self-attention. Perhaps,
however, I may add a short fable which I have found both personally and
pedagogically helpful. It is about a man called Jonah. Jonah wakes up laying on his
back feeling sick. The place is pitch dark, smelly, damp. He feels with his hands the
damp, mossy surface around him. He gets to his feet and the whole place sways about.
He shines his pocket torch around: He is in some sort of cave, reddish-colored, with
odd projections and pieces of bone around. Then it dawns on him ... 'I'm in a whale!'
Now, note that the 'dawning' added nothing to the data beyond the unity-identitywholeness of one thing (we speak loosely - obviously it pulls in his understanding of
whales). Was his insight verified and how was it verified? Note that we think of many
'things' as things. The Germans probably think of their spectacles as a thing, "meine
Brille"; do you? You can think of a car as a thing: Is it? How do you know?
I might go on here to discuss the role of scientists in determining what are things,
etc., etc., but I think it best to bring this rambling chapter to a close with our fable, in
that way adding emphasis to the claim that I am strictly giving a survey of the foothills
of self-attentive methodology, that there is no short or easy way up the slope".74
The topic is that of chapter eight of Insight, but that chapter is so written as to be
helpful in letting one miss the point.75 Let me illustrate this odd claim. Lonergan's first
section in that chapter is titled "the general notion of thing". But the topic of the section
is, in fact, the explanatorily-heuristic notion of the notion of thing and certainly that
notion "demands a new type of insight". Later in the paragraph Lonergan remarks,
"experiential conjugates were reached by grasping the correlation between such terms
as 'red as seen', and 'seeing red' or 'heat as felt' and 'feeling heat'". In one precise sense
this is not true. Spontaneously we conjugate experientially. The explanatory
thematization of the heuristik of which the notion of experiential conjugation is a
component is quite another matter.76 I might add, in cheeky humour, that in some
sense the book Insight falls under my condemnation of rhetoric !77
So, what can I add to invite you to a year of exercises? If you find my Jonah exercise
remote you might try the delightfully far-fetched exercise of investigating your thing-
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insights in the company of Baron von Munchhousen on screen: "... is there a doctor in
the whale?". Or you may follow up the spontaneous use of the notion of thing in
sculpting78 or in the arts generally. But the exercising must be concretely personal,
focusing on the subtle fluctuations of your own consciousness.
I add one small exercise here to help you on your way. We join Conan Doyle half
way through A Study in Scarlet, and follow the fluctuations of his and our own
consciousness as he describes what the wanderer did not advert to. Can you advert to
your adverting? Can you follow the movements and foci of your notion of thing as you
move from cloud to moving creatures to bisons to wagons etc?
Had the wanderer remained awake for another half-hour a strange sight
would have met his eyes. Far away on the extreme verge of the alkali
plain there rose up a little spray of dust, very slight at first, and hardly to
be distinguished from the mists of the distance, but gradually growing
higher and broader until it formed a solid, well-defined cloud. This cloud
continued to increase in size until it became evident that it could only be
raised by a great multitude of moving creatures. In more fertile spots the
observer would have come to the conclusion that one of those great herds
of bisons which graze upon the prairie land was approaching him. This
was obviously impossible in these arid wilds. As the whirl of dust drew
nearer to the solitary bluff upon which the two castaways were reposing,
the canvas-covered tilts of wagons and the figures of armed horsemen
began to show up through the haze, and the apparition revealed itself as
being a great caravan upon its journey for the West.79

2.5.22
These final exercises of section 2.5 are really only indications of sets of personal selfsearchings that in fact are close to the heart of this course. They dove-tail with the
lectures of chapters 2-4. The present exercises entail a push towards a theoretic of one's
own dynamic of shabby benevolence. A particular high instance of benevolence is, of
course, what I might call sexually-harmonious benevolence, and the reflection called for
points to a culturally-remote effort to specify one's normative dynamics and botched
realization of sexual intimacy. Sayings of Rilke come to mind: "love consists in this, that
two solitudes guard and bind and greet each other"; "A successful marriage is one in
which each is appointed guardian of the other's solitude".80
2.5.23
"Is the universe on our side ... or indifferent and so alien to us? ... Is moral enterprize
consonant with this world? ...81
Because of the warps of secularization, especially in the West - Euripides come to mind
- the present set of exercises are difficult. Nor are they helped by the warts of
sacralization of much of present organized religion. Perhaps you had best focus your
questioning in a concrete context which is neither explicitly moral nor explicitly
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religious. So, you are preparing a dinner for friends and you swing into a Socratic
pause before the banquet, before the guests arrive: "Is the universe indifferent, alien, to
our gathering? the spin of the earth beneath the table? our million-year tongues? Is
this dinner enterprize consonant with this world?". I have a suspicion that, for the
seriously reflective person who is not grossly, subtly, neurotic, pantheism is far more
plausible than atheism. So, one finds oneself in a universe that is superficially rotten
but fundamentally friendly.
2.5.24
There is a wide range of exercises that can lead to a personal appreciation of the
division of labour envisaged in chapter four. Of course, it is best if one can move from
one's own experience or at least the problematic experience of a group. Chapter four
uses illustrations of a family venturing annually on a holiday and of a concerned
community envisaging more adequate ecological care. If you have a particular field of
study - botany, economics, music, politics, whatever - you will find that a similar
problematic of adequate over-all progressive procedure occurs there. Note that the
problem is generated by the complexification of historical advance and the reality of
good and bad divisions of labour. This noting and the consequent exercises, however,
take a good deal of time, and ultimately the exercises lead to the beginnings of a
peculiar differentiation of consciousness: one becomes capable of thinking and talking
with precision of the levels of consciousness, and of a particular level (e.g., the level of
truth in its temporal mesh) in the two main modes of anamnesis and prolepsis.
But perhaps a suitable initial exercise is to think of oneself precisely in the effort
of thinking oneself from the past to the future: a particular past of the sequence, say, of
dinners arranged for friends with the problem of specifying generally, planning and
concretely arranging future dinners; the more general task of moving within history
with a recurring renewal of the project that one is; or some particular movement
between these that involves getting from a selection of instrumental acts of meaning of
the past to a strategic set of norms of selecting instrumental acts of one's future. The
lead-in context of all these exercises, of course, is an initial descriptive appropriation of
the suggestions of Method in Theology, chapter five.
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Interlude
Their movement is a cry
To find
The shelter of
The hearth
Where lamp is lit
Against the dark
Thick whirling skirts
Fly high
As water skims
Between the thighs
The nude within the eyes
Curls in the line
That twists along
The sides of cattle
All is the sand
The walls on which
They stand
The feet that run
To find
All is the sand
Roshen Alkazi,
extract from "Through the Eyes of a Painter" (on Husain's Film), Modern Indian Poetry
in English, edited by P.Lal, Writers Workshop Books, Calcutta, 1969, p.14.
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Chapter Three
Procedural Analytiks
3.1

Transformations and Stabilizations

The present sentence, being about the prosaic beginning of the beginning, is
perhaps the most disturbing to the seeker wooed by our modern time, for it points to
the previous section as the key, the context of keys, to the book of self and Cosmos. It is,
I would claim, the unheard message of the first paragraph of the book Insight. As I
write I am listening to what are called the easy sonatas of Beethoven, such as that in G
minor, Opus 49, No. 1, and I recall a phrase Lonergan used about the book Insight,
referring to it as five-fingered exercises. Later I will suggest a relevant possible
underdevelopment in Lonergan’s own complexly differentiated consciousness.
Immediately, however, I am concerned to make descriptively plausible to my young
reader the ‘beginning’ statement of this Chapter.
I recall, then, Yeat’s remark, “Why should we honour those who die in battle; a
man can show as reckless a courage entering into the abyss of himself”1 But I hasten to
give the courage a precise focus by recalling a remark made about a curious little book
of Jacques Hadamard on The Psychology of Invention in The Mathematical Field:2
“Such things may strike us as strange and rather fascinating, a strand of
queerness enlivening the dull desert of scientific thought, arid stretches of
logic. We may dismiss them lightly and pass on to the serious
consideration of what thought and understanding are in terms of the
words that philosophers have been accustomed to use. But we may be
quite wrong in this. We may miss the turning leading to an understanding
of understanding”.3
As you have found, the courage required is the courage of the abyss of slowness, of little
leaps of invention in the mathematical field, little leaps to be cherished, cared for,
transformed to deeper intelligibility.4
I am concerned about the courage for, the turn to, an unpretentious slow reaching
towards a humility of self-listening to details of the cosmic message that will lead to
selves-understanding, seeding, within emergent probability, species-transformations of
future millenia. My interest in the present chapter is not the longer view - a topic in the
final chapter - but your biography. The possible transformation of yourself, not musically
or poetically or mathematically, but from spontaneous, if stifled, project to explanitorilyluminous concretely-hopeful project.
This, of course, cannot be explained: it will become self-explanitory only after
years of self-explaining, a prolonging of the hill-climb of section 2.5. But I may be able to
give courage by analogies of sciences, arts, procedures, projects, by reference to our
personal struggles, and in the following section, by noting closures of the present
academic mind.
Let us consider, then, descriptively, transformations and stabilizations in our
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lives. Section 2.5 already introduced a totally generic case of stabilization, which occurs
spontaneously to allmost all growing humans in one of the 5000 human languages.5
What ‘introduced’ meant there, however, has the twist of the key: it was an invitation to
take serious wondering note of the root, present in us, of a transformation of our lives.
The instancing of Hellen Keller led to a consideration of oneself which, depending on
your haste, your neuroses, your courage, lasted enough days to startle you in selfappreciative memories. And with luck, that startling was not without aesthetic
resonances, a point to which we will return. As in Helen’s life, so in ours, the
stabilization led to a slow transformation in a world of native words: the shift of horizon
fermented the molecular and psychic differentiations of childhood speech. The lift to
stabilization and the reach to differentiation is a personal pre-narrative for which you
sought, I hope, or will seek, an explanatory interior narrative with the courage of
detailed self-attention. That detailed attention may well reveal to you other leaps to
stabilization, or stabilizations that come only at the end of a long period of
transformation. You may be strange, for instance, as some deeply artistic people such as
Clara Schumann, for whom language was a slow stirring compared to the leaps of
stabilization and transformation of music: she was in the presence of Miss Strobel, not
Miss Sullivan.
... Since he (her father, Friedrich Wiech) and my mother were much
occupied in teaching, and besides this my mother practiced from one to
two hours a day, I was chiefly left to the care of my maid, Johanna Strobel.
She was not very fluent of speech, and it may well have been owing to this
that I did not begin to pronounce even single words untill I was between
four and five years old, and up to that time understood as little as I spoke.
But I had always been accustomed to hear a great deal of piano playing
and my ear became more sensititive to musical sounds than to those of
speech.6
Or you may be as normal as myself: I have no memory of the leap to the horizon
of language, but I do remember the hours of reflection and teaching over the past
decade that leave me with a kontextual grasp of that leap. On the other hand, I do
remember my very normal experience of piano playing: early lessons reluctantly
received, sometimes discretely dodged, eventually abandoned; then a teenage hearing
of Chopin leading to daily hours of impossibly messy self-teaching: studies, polanaises,
ballads ... never more than stumbled about in, but what a world!
The point is, not my story, or Helen’s or Clara’s, but yours. I would have you
pause to notice seriously transformations and stabilizations in your own life, inviting you
to invite yourself (‘self-persuasion’ in the deepest sense) to a ‘trans-Progoffian’
transformation and stablilization of that life.7 Most especially, I would wish you to sniff
out and eventually snuff out that form of destructive stabilization that is the result of the
subtle necrophilia of modern eloquence: you can, alas, be educated out of your mind.
Destructive stabilization can, of course, occur well before one is embedded in
formal education: Karen Horney’s little classic is sufficiently depressing on that.8 But let
us continue to note positive aspects, genera, species, varieties, of transformations and
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stabilizations. The ‘leap of language’ is a stabilization prior to linguistic complexification.
For most of us it is usually a gentler and more hesitant process than in the case of Helen
Keller.
On the other hand, stabilization, ‘at-homeness’, in zones such as piano, painting,
poetry, physics, normally requires the attunement of slow, sometimes painful, laboured,
bloody, transformation. Your experience with a musical instrument was probably more
like my own than that of Clara Schumann. My hope is that you had such an experience.
For example, years of classroom murder or of gentle coaxing seemed cold to your
searching rhythms, yet you now find ‘a self-space’ in a world of poetry. Or, despite
culturally-disorientated science-teaching methodologies, you may have made your way
into a ‘real world’ of sleepwalking patiently through patterns of discovery in
mathematics or physics.9 It is not a matter of technical competence, whether with a
fiddle or a formula. It is a matter of reaching a comfortable stability, of being spaced-out
(or,really, spaced-in) on some plateau of meaning. Horowitz, in a 1987 television
interview, spoke of ‘moving-into’ a concerto while shaving and, if distracted by
conversation or breakfast, moving comfortably not ‘back’, but on with the music where it
was still playing: now thats ‘spaced-in’!
A more generic stabilization than the aesthetic, of which primarily I have been
writing, is that which I would call organic. It is a stabilization that is more common in
what we oddly call the primitive, the Red Indian prior to the Mayflower, the little
bushman Dabe of Laurens van der Post’s book,10 50,000 years of the Australian
aborigines before Christ.
I recall the story of the poor child from a slum who won an essay composition to a
summer camp with a five word composition, ‘I never saw a tree’. Yet seeing a tree,
seeing grass or stones may be beyond those surrounded by nature when “culture has
become a slum”`11 Then organic stabilization is not a natural plateau, it has to be
laborously mediated by gently-designed exercises of patient transformation. George
Eliot’s comment is not just pleasant prose:
If we had a keen vision and feeling of all ordinary human life, it owuld be
like hearing the grass grow and the squirrel’s heart beat, and we should die
of that roar which is on the other side of silence. As it is, the quickest of us
walk about well wadded with stupidity.12
Moreover, such organic stabilization, in itself, or in its more concrete species of
psychic or aesthetic stabilization, would seem to be a predisposition for the genuine
humility of serious science. By science, of course, I mean appreciative explanatory
understanding, theoria beyond its best ancient meaning. The sort of stuff about people
you would like your friend Cosmo to bring as a kontext of listening to you. The sort of
stuff that grounds inspiration in teaching. Stabilization in ‘the world of theory’ is
wholesome when so mediated, yet that world itself is mediate, echoing a more primal
call. The pain of Plato’s life was a stabilization in the best of his time’s theoria, coupled
with a warped echo of his spontaneous nodding’s implications: ‘Yes ?”.
Obviously, I am not here attempting a summary interpretation of Plato. I am
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twisting and turning in my “book of the dark”13, to call your tension to the ‘hole affair’,
so “ I now with Platonic leave recoil”14, that what I am trying to get at is you,
biographically and, so, in history.
Birds and bees, branches and blooms, stabilized and transformed the creative
minds of Aristotle and Linnaeus into proto-explanatory classifications of biological
beings. Neither man anticipated the subtle heuristic openness to a more radically
adequate biology made possible in recent centuries by the emergence of the more
elementary sciences. Both men, of course, would be amazed at the necrophiliac
reductionism of much of twentieth century biology, but that is beside the point here.
That point is the emergence through the cultural displacement of persons, of a new type
of spiritual being: the being, in the present example, is conceived living essences in the
minds of the community of biologists, laced to libraries, laboratories, mountains, oceans,
zoos, gardens. But note further: it is a new type of emergence, of process, of procedure, of
proceeder. There emerges the genus, biological proceeders, projectors, achievers. It is a
genus of consciousness, new cosmic data, vitally interesting not only in itself but also in
its comprehension’s mediation of redemptive reorientations of alienated proceeders,
projectors, achievers.
3.2

Beyond Modernity

The last part of section 3.1 ‘recoiled the hole affair’ in compendious fashion: a
spectrum of cultural differentiations emerged in modernity and grew to its present preadolescent state in centuries of warped meta-thinking and meta-talk. The positive drive
of the emergence of data of spirit in consciousness, through displacements in arts,
sciences, geography and history, is supplemented dialectically by such warping of its
content and procedures, leaving history double fertile for adequate empirical method.
Here we turn (or turn back, as the Prologue indicated: this section is one of the three that
point to particular spiritual exercises) to a more leisured illustration of the hole, the need
for personal reflection on one’s modern reflective cultural doings. My part here is to
touch lightly on a certain number of recent books that are related to my present work,
inviting you to notice that need. Your part will be to turn to books in your own fields of
interest, not only to advert to holes in other’s perspectives but also to find that your
criticism may be nominal: to find holes, then, in your own perspective.
The problem, of course, is global and massive. So, for example, two books at my
elbow express large needs and ambitions which I can share. Both deal with Chomsky,
one critically, one complementary.15 Yet both carry forward their efforts within
conventional cultural warps of truncated subjectivity, naive reductionism, whatever.
Robinson quotes Wittgenstein on the title page: “we must plough over the whole of
language”. Indeed, we must uncover the hole of language. And Hornstein seems to have
a central lead: “In many respects, I believe, the correct approach to issues in the theory
of meaning hinges on an appreciation of how it is that the theory of meaning relates to a
theory of understanding”.16 Yet no grounded theory of understanding emerges. The
‘hole of language’ at this stage in human culture is a profound absence, and what is
totally missing is a theory of layered understanding that would ground isomorphism of
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expression with a genetic perspective on the tenuous linkages of spirit and sign. Yet
these massive problems are not our present concern. My mentioning them here is
analogous to the noticing of problems for graduate chemistry in an introductory
chemistry course: a perspective is added that helps keep both student and professor
humble and alert.
The drive of this section is towards revealing elemental holes through a strategy
that I find useful in teaching. So I reflect here briefly on three elementary commonsense
books. My reflections have a single focus: modernity’s non-discovery, or covering, of the
elements of meaning. My reader knows by now that by modernity I do not mean recent
centuries. I mean a long axial period of history reaching back well beyond Jasper’s choice
of axial age, reaching forward beyond our times to a transition conditional and
fermented in its emergence by fashions, technologies, ideologies, religiosities of
alienation. The three books I have chosen help to bring out different aspects of ‘holes’ in
author’s and reader’s perspectives, but I normally ask students to undertake the exercise
with some work they consider relevant to their studies. This, I find, helps to shatter a
nominalist illusion. Because of the cultural unacceptability of a serious science of
minding, students (indeed, learned professors) can easily settle for the comfort of
naming elements of meaning, familiar after a couple of months in a course such as this. It
is quite ‘refreshing’, then, for the student to confront a standard text that shows no
openness regarding these elements, especially if the text is one with which they are busy
with in another course: Introduction to Psychology, Theories of Society, Educational
Strategies, Basic Political Ideas, Structuralism, whatever. I must add that I always warn my
students never to apply or mention our efforts in other courses. It is not only to graduate
students that Lonergan’s quip applies: ‘never try to teach your professor anything’.
Two types of reading are recommended. There is the type illustrated by the
present section: a broad sweep revealing elementary holes, elementary needs. The
second type is revealed by some of the exercises in Section 2.5. In that case one homes in
on a phrase or a paragraph or a page to discover the elements spontaneously or
thematically neglected. At its best it is mediated by principles of metaphysical
equivalence within the appropriation of the truth of a relatively invariant viewpoint.17 In
this book I aim at a modest invitation to discovering complexities in elementary
performances.
First, then, I give some pointers regarding a recent work by Hans Kuengand his
colleagues at Tebingen, Christianity and World Religions. The book clearly relates to our
present interest, and indeed the contribution of Heinrich von Stietencron on Hinduism
could provide the reader with a sound introductory perspective to that component of
Indian culture.
The topic, as Kueng points out in the preface, is dialogue, and the way to a global
ecumenucal consciousness. Kueng writes there of the possibilities of a new epoch, a
broadening of our horizon of understanding. In response to von Stietencron’s
contribution, Kueng sees common ground for Christian and Hindu dialogue in
distinguishing types of mystical experience and of perspectives on world-divinity
relations, in the latter context concluding, “I wonder whether on this basis we might not
have a dialogue with Hindus about the nature of God”.18 And I wonder - inviting
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therefore my reader to wonder - whether it would not be of value to discover what a
dialogue is, and in the elements of dialogue to appreciate something eminently global,
the basis in subjectivity?
Later Kueng points to the need to reach “that deeper level of agreement between
Jesus the Christ and Guatama the Buddha which holds up even when we look at the
differences in their life-styles and religious/metaphysical frameworks”.19 Again, I
wonder whether it would not be significant to find out what a mind or a minder is, so
revealing the pre-linguistic and trans-linguistic community of human consciousness’
structured search?And would such a revelation not manifest precisely ‘what holds up
even when we look at the differences in their life-styles’, manifesting too a metaphysical
and, indeed, religious framework that is culture-invariant?
These, of course, are questions for my reader to ponder regarding this, or any text,
on dialogue or conversation, and they should lead here to more particular curiosities:
what does Kueng mean by ‘experience’, ‘questions’, ‘knowledge’, ‘world’, ‘self-concept’,
‘subject-object division’, etc.
My next book for rambling reflections on modernity is Rom Harre’s The
Philosophies of Science.20 It is not a profound book, as Harre indicates by the subtitle, An
Introductory Survey, but it serves a useful purpose here. I suspect that, like the present
book, it is meant to open up the perspective of beginners. Well, let’s see if it does.
First of all let me say - and this is not just faint praise - it does provide a sound
survey (including helpful summaries) of standard views, though in a further edition I
would prefer not only an inclusion of sociology of science (added in the second edition)
but also some of the lines associated with Kuhn and Lakatos. Such a survey is relevant to
our own project: it serves to sober up or disillusion the naive enthusiast, and one might
well add to the exercises in Section 2.5 the question ‘can you work your way out of these
perspectives?’.
Having made that point, I turn to the easier exercise of descriptively identifying
the ‘missing elements’. I do so with cheerful (now) recollections and cheeky brevity, and
if Rom Harre ever reads this he, too, will have amusing memories of our two-years
struggle in the mid-sixties with my thesis.21 It was ‘an encounter with Lonergan’ for him,
and he seems to have escaped without a scar: but we will take up the topic of such
encounters later in a broader context.
First, then, let us look at the index under q , a useful little exercise I regularily give
to my students with regard to texts in logic, philosophy of science, child studies, etc.
Harre’s index contains stuff on quality, quantity and Quine. Nothing on questions;
neither are there entries under insight, understanding, wonder,guess, idea, intuition.
Now, you might say that this is not Harre’s fault and I can agree: the fault is in the
perspectives he summarizes. But what of Harre’s perspective? In discussing various
metaphysical theories about the world as it is and the world as it manifests itself Harre
remarks:
But I am going to brush all theories aside for the moment and take a
simple-minded view. After all, people are capable of distinguishing
between the world as it is and the world as it is manifest to them. This
capacity is shown in our capability of recognizing and making allowance
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for illusions.22
Yes, but what is this capacity?
One could go on - an exercise for the reader - to diagnose the various forms of
truncated modernity represented in Harre’s book, and interest could spread to his
sources, to the big names - Popper, Polanyi, Piaget - and to the journals of philosophy of
science.
On page 95 Harre writes repeatedly of ‘the use of the concept’ atom, heat, virus,
etc. But the problem is the emergence of concept. Again, Harre follows a long tradition
of neo-scholastic, British and American bewilderment in asking ‘what do we really
know?’. But the real issue is What is Knowledge?
Our third book is on the nature of sculpture, and again our interest is restricted.23
The philosophy of art is a difficult advanced topic beyond our present effort. Tucker,
despite confusions about science, realism, representation, etc., makes many suggestive
points in this delightful and well-illustrated book “written from the perspective of a
sculptor working now, rather than that of a historian, critic or common sense”.24 We limit
our interest here to one point - strategic in our introductory searchings. That point
emerges right at the beginning of the book:
Rilke’s concept of sculpture as essentially object is not one which today
would seem to characterize the work of Rodin. Yet Rilke, pressing in his
own thought towards the work of art as ‘thing’ Kunstding rather than
Kunstwerk, in the world but not of it ‘isolated from the spectator as though
by a non-conducting vacuum’, projected this idea into the sculpting of
Rodin, where it was latent, the work for which it was most apt, that of
Brancusi, not yet having come into existence.25
But it is mainly in the chapter entitled ‘The Object’ that he treats explicitly of
what I wish to draw attention to: the shift beyond modernity required to thematize in an
adequate explanatory heuristic the spontaneously operative ‘what-ing?’ towards ‘unity’.
The shift is an extremely subtle psychological and metaphysical displacement. The
failure of E. Cassirer and H. S. Sullivan to reach it is typical,26 not suprising, and
Lonergan’s achievement of it lacks challenge in its presentation.27 Some of our exercises
in close reading are devoted to the topic but they can only be considered as initial forays
into the specification of the subtle structures of spaced spirit’s reaching.
So we turn here to some pointers from Tucker. Despite a confused view of object,
derived from Hannah Arendt,28 suggestive insights abound in the book, and his efforts
bring out the need for a deeper viewpoint on ‘viewing’ , ‘reading’ the sculpted reality.
He writes of a move away from the common assumption “that Rodin’s main
contribution to the emergence of ‘the object’ in sculpting lay in exhibiting intentionally
dismembered figures and fragments as complete sculptures in themselves”.29 According
to Tucker, fragments such as the Iris figures (1890-91) still read as signs of figures.
“Indeed, the evident purpose of truncation, from the Walking Man on, was to increase
figural expressiveness, to increase the empathy of the spectator by forcing him to ‘read’
with his own body the missing parts of the sculpture”. Tucker goes on to consider
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Brancusi’s Torment I (1906) and II (1907) to point up the devices by which Brancusi
shifts to a new mode, “affirms the sculpture’s ‘objectness’ without disturbing the
image”.30
Later Tucker considers Gerrit Thomas Reitveld as an artist of chairs through the
twenties, chairs “which are virtually abstract structures articulating the simplest and
most expressive ordering of materials within the general concept of ‘chair’.31 Each chair
is a new adventure, each an autonomous chair-object, useful yet “for their own sake”.32
Indeed the chair becomes “an analogy for the human figure as well as a useful object.
For Rietveld, the chair was evidently ‘subject’ rather than object, as the figure was
‘subject’ for Rodin”.33
I quote liberally to bring out suggestiveness mingles with confusion, symbolized
perhaps best by Tucker’s use of inverted commas. What I seek to do is to draw your
attention to the Way that you are present to a sculpture, to a sonata or a poem, to a cloud
of dust or a tree, to a ballet or a worm.34
In so far as you grapple with this section and its exercises you may notice that my
selection and ordering of books was not random. The section and selection invite you in
cumulative fashion to drive forward to refined self-attention beyond the introductory
level, and the related exercises open up other sources and strategies. Kueng’s work
points to the explanation-craving topic of ultimate quest that each of us is and further
reflection would plunge us forward to plump spirally the depths of our own desire
within a friendly universe at once finite and infinite. Harre’s work leads to a discovery
both of the dynamics of proportionate realization of mind’s natural bent towards ‘whats’
and of the destructiveness of present thematic and technological exclusion of spirit in
education, science, technology. Tucker’s book asks for refinements of self-attention that
would reveal the complexity of “the notion of survival”35 that each of us is, a notion that
specifies possible unities, a notion that resonates with the subtle universality of sense’s
sensing of spatio-temporality’s urgency.36
It is all too easy to settle for heartless vague general discussion of the elements of
meaning, of the notions of being and value, while the rich lonely complexity of human
notion, pivoting homebound between the dispersed sensed and the focally Sublime, crys
out for discovery.
3.3

Procedural Analytiks

What we have been working towards is at least a nominal distinction between
inadequate empirical proceedors and adequate empirical proceedors. The previous
section was an effort to point you towards glimpsing inadequacies in proceedors in
various fields with the help of the strategies of self-appreciation developed by the
spirobic exercises you have done so far. On the broader canvas what I am cajoling you
towards is a personal admission of the need, generated by modern noodata, of a new
type of Proceedor, Rhetor, Analytik, Detektive. I have been forced by this very effort to a
personal admission of the blunt distinction above. It is not the result of some deductive
classification. It is empirical, and grows in richness the more one takes the pedagogy of
finite process seriously: inadequate empiricism becomes luminously so through the
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confusions, surds and sins of its products in so far as those products in their positive
noocontent invite a personal searching and researching of the normative empiricist,
analytik, proceedor that each of us normatively is. The first historical time of the human
subject calls for, is called to, the second historical time, through the exercise of
spontaneous subjectivity that in its dynamic soiled openness, turns “with relentless
consistancy”37 from the fine tune of its orientation: where ‘it’, of course, is Tom or Chan
or French or Hindu.
And here it seems best to focus on the core procedural issue; the making of that
fine tune of orientation luminous. It is a problem of the appropriation of ‘thruthing’ in an
assymptotically adequate manner. The problem has already been raised in Section 1.3,
and if you raised it then, and patiently since, over a month or a decade, you can move
now, as a new Kontext, to a more lightsome personal focus. And if you are in some
initial sense with me at this stage in our spirobics, you will recognize that my seemingly
simple neat hints are mountain-markers of the minds cliffs-of-fall, cliffs-of-all.38
But let us move now to some homely hints, mappings, of what is to be done. I
mentioned ‘a decade’. Do I exaggerate? In a sufficiently self-appreciative academic
community I would say that the statistics of shifts in students to what I will call
‘luminous immanent realism’ would be discontinuous with present statistics. In my
experience of thirty years teaching few ( <1%, to recall Maslow) have broken through
during my classes. I think, then, that we have to take seriously Lonergan’s remark about
the struggles of Tertullian and Augustine with the problem of thematizing a realism
quoted at the beginning of the exercises of Section 2.5 .
So, what can one do in a class within the present truncated culture? The best one
can do is generate an existential heightening of consciousness over a few weeks of
exercises so that some few at least glimpse the problem.
Before inviting you to plunge into these weeks of exercises I will risk a broad
descriptive indication of viewpoints, which will make some sense to you after the
exercises, and more sense to you not only when you have ‘read’ Insight, but discovered
yourself in yourself.40
I divide viewpoints in five rough and ready groups. The first viewpoint is really
not a viewpoint: I might call it a point of view. It is the ‘point of view’ of spontaneous
immanent realism, symbiotic with projective sensibility as legitimate symbol. This is the
point of view we grow up into. It may never be questioned, and even if someone raises
the issue for the common sense person the suggestion of a problem can be cast aside in a
phrase or a gesture. One kicks a stone, another asserts that, very evidently, I can see my
hand in front of my face. Whether this point of view is questioned or not, it remains that
its essential core dynamism is operative in all of us, no matter which of the other four
views we ‘hold to’ with various mixes of intelligence and unintelligence.
To take the simplist instance, Hume thought the human mind to be a
matter of impressions linked together by custom. But Hume’s own mind
was quite original. Therefore, Hume’s own mind was not what Hume
considered the human mind to be.41
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The second viewpoint is properly a viewpoint. I may call it ‘luminous immanent
realism’, mediating a corrective stance regarding ‘projective sensibility’. The core of that
luminosity is the goal of the drive of the book Insight. The mediation has degrees: the
‘startling strangeness’ of that luminosity can remain ‘psychically undigested’ so that:
The self of our self-affirmation seems quite different from one’s actual self,
the universe of being seems as unreal as Plato’s noetic heaven, and
objectivity spontaneously becomes a matter of meeting persons and
dealing with things that are ‘really out there’.42
This viewpoint then, can grow both as theory and as larger meaning. As theory it is
verified by the subject in the subject’s spontaneity of ‘whating?’ and ‘ising?’.
My third viewpoint is naive projective realism, which ‘overlooks’ immanent
realism and promotes the sensible, or some ‘less doubtful’ zone of the sensible as ‘real’.
Because of this problem of ‘less doubtful’ this third view overlaps with ‘causitive
projective realism’, which proposes a ‘reality’ as ‘causing’ the sensible, that reality being
in some way similar to the sensible. And finally, as the causing becomes more subtle,
and the similarity more tenous, one moves to my fifth roughly-described viewpoint: a
viewpoint that stresses the significance (‘reality of’) ideas, concepts, constructs. One may
think, for instance, of classical idealism.
Our topic here, and in these weeks, is the problem of what I have called
elsewhere “the core psychological presnet of the contemporary theologian”.43 Without
that luminous presence, discussion of religion and of God remain in an unnecessary
destructive fog rather than illuminated by focused mystery. The issue was raised under
one aspect when I commented on Voegelin’s last book in relation to ordered critical
method. Popularly put, I would be willing to spend time discussing knowing God with
Anthony Flew and friends if they had figured out knowing dogs. I would eagerly
venture into problems relating to the Divine Three with a Barthian who had broken
through on knowing the oak tree.
So much for an introduction to the spirobics of the core. Let us conclude with a
descriptive ramble through the fuller challenge of being a procedural analytik.
The procedural analytik is a person who struggles through decades to make
luminous, at the level of present noodata, self- and cosmic-orientation. That orientation,
the seed of western nodding, has its focus in ‘ising?’ and that ‘ising?’ is mediated by
levels of consciousness and intended reality both above and below its focus. The
struggle towards luminosity is a concrete dialectic haphazard unfolding of layers and
sequences of stabilizations and transformations. Each human subject has such an
unfolding, but the procedural analytik seeks a daily mediation of paramounting control
of orientating identification, learning, orientation, envisagement, verticality.44 That
seeking and mediation grounds the possibility of a ‘non-rhetorical’ articulation of
metaprocedure, noofeedbacked instrumental acts of metameaning.45
One thus raises the probabilites, data for spatio-temporal probability distributions,
of communal adult growth, by making transformations and stabilizations not merely
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topics for discussion but turning-points in dreams of morning and daily-grind.
Moreover, the turning-points are made more evident, epiphanic, by the aesthetic and
dramatic objective enrichment of the achieved or probably achievable species and
varieties. So, for instance, one hopes for a future enriched explanatory heirarchization,
coupled with institutionalized aestheticizations, of the common sense hints of Theresa of
Avila or of Yogasutra Patanjalis for those whose life-stance is primarily one of verticality.
Within that context of verticality there are species and varieties of transformations of
human intimacy, the lovers of religious friendship and of sexuality, the species of
companioned celibacy ranging from the young delicate craziness of a Theresa of Liseaux
to the mature undertaking of a Ghandi in the Hindu tradition of brahmacharya.
Again, there are species and varieties of scholarly regard, “openness to the village
strangeness of the other’, to be achieved and articulated. Spouses are strangers to one
another, but it is quite a different metashared world when the strangeness becomes
luminous in relation to any or all the levels of the two consciousness within their
overlapping tribes, and quite a troubled world when the luminosity is absent or onesided, especially if there be absent also the aesthetic or authentically-religious
compensations that minimize resentments.
More gernerally, there is the broader troubled world of assymetric luminosity and
its academic rhetoric-realization. Maslow’s ‘less than one percent grow’ and Proust’s
‘faded sixteen year olds’46 have their explanatory thematization within a dialectic
analysis of concretely-realizable genera and species of intertwining consciousnesses, and
that thematic is a requisite for mediating gentle control and tolerance of resentment,
aspiration, strangeness. That ongoing metameaning’s genesis requires a huge future
collaboration of searchers after adult metagrowth. At present, however, we evidently
lack the incipient post-modern community of old and young that might grasp and
dramatically articulate to one another the nature of integral growth in human spirit. So,
for example, elder persons of unique achievement such as Augustine, Rembrandt,
Lonergan, show deficiencies and needs of that fuller refinement of scholarly
consciousness that would reveal to themselves, and rhetorikally to others, just how
strange they are. And the apparent wise of the middle period of history, in their middle
years, competent in specializations and in a containing world of words, may have no
real sympathy either with past and present genius, or with the enthusiasm of an
undergraduate who reaches quite beyond themselves in growth-struggle.
And, of course, younger academic persons begin by lacking a notion of how
strange the genius and the grown adult is, so that without luck and suffering they may
never become adult-strange.
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INTERLUDE

I had a house in Malabar
and a pale-green pond.
I did all my growing there
In the bright summer months.
I swam about and floated,
I lay speckled green and gold
In all the hours of the sun,
Until
My grandmother cried,
Darling, you must stop bathing now.
You are much too big to play
Naked in a pond

Kamala Das, extract from "Summer in Calcutta"(1965), Modern Indian Poetry in English,
edited by Bruce King, Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1987, p.150.
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Chapter Four
Intentional Process
4.1

Cosmic Pointings

I begin this chapter in the Indian Institute Library, situated on the top floor of the
New Bodleian Library. From where I sit in the comfortable readers' room, large
windows give me a view of the roofs and spires of Oxford, and beneath those windows,
running the length of the wall are two shelves, mainly of dictionaries which range well
beyond the 14 major Indian languages. It is a quiet afternoon, outside term, and apart
from the librarians and me, there are just a few young Indian women and men. What is
going on here? Or rather, in the twist of the book, who are going on here?
The Institute was founded in 1880, by Sir Namier Williams, Professor of Sanskrit
at Oxford, primarily to benefit the "goings-on" of young Indian men, a benefit stressed in
fund-raising in India. In a speech given in 1884 in Calcutta, the Viceroy (the Marquis of
Ripon), when introducing Namier Williams, remarked:
I look upon everything which tends to facilitate the practice of Indian
young men going to England to complete their education as a matter of
very great importance ... that they should not be cast loose to wander about
amidst all the dangers and temptations of a great city like London
(applause), but that they should have the means of prosecuting their
studies in a great English university like Oxford (applause) ....1
Clearly, I can echo the Viceroy's sentiments: the challenge is to facilitate, to
provide the means, whereby young women and men everywhere can move forward
into an unending education. The primary means, of course, are internal to the young
people: they are already provided. The trick, the good turn to oneself, is to get to know
those inner means - a topic of the previous chapters. Here we move on to point briefly
to a sophistication of the means and of the facilities called for by the on-going Institute.
So we come back to the questions, what is going on? on-going? who are on-going, going
on? And how can an Institute call? Is it a voice in a wilderness of books?
Perhaps we might start from the last notion of a wilderness of books. A library
obviously isn't a wilderness of books. The shelved books in the Indian Institute have an
order. One can find one's way to books dealing with the history and religions, the
dances and films, the languages and empires, economic plans, present political alliances,
mineral and military potential, and so on, of India. The Way is the way of a standard
catalogue. The word 'Way' brings to mind, I hope, our struggles through Chapter One,
and so I raise the question, Is there a Way that is a way, not of a catalogue, but of the
elements that we are? So, let us - or rather you - pause in a convenient library, or pace,
talk to yourself: metaphorically of course: silent sitting is the way of library wisdom.
The question again is, What's going on? The question implicitly is, Who are going on?
and you might cynically answer, We are surrounded by stuff passed on by people who
have passed on and we wish to pass on and out with a degree. Still, the answer points
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to us moving from past to future, and the cynicism (or satire or humour) expresses a
spontaneous normativity. We are still on track with Molly and Poldy.
Let us stay with Molly and Poldy, give them an extended family, Granny, uncle
etc., and take a homely problem of "going well" from past to future. Exercise 2.5.24 gives
you the chance to tackle this in your own context of holiday-planning. A few hints here
will perhaps help us to a suspicion of a larger perspective. First, there may be no
problem if the group heads mindless to the same place annually with no reflection on
changing needs of personalities going from age 40 to 60 or age 4 to 24. "Little Jane" at 24
is still expected to be happy with sunshine, sea and sand castles. There is only a genuine
problem if one breaks questioningly out of the stabilization. And in the best of all
possible worlds that break-out would lead to a group effort at collaboration, drawing on
the past to reach a group perspective on the fundamental needs of each and all. That
drawing would wisely set up a division of labour. There would be diaries of previous
holidays, schedules of weather, tide, transport. There would be the meaning for each of
each year, shared, and then put into historical perspective by each or some. Imagine the
challenge, the honesty? And then the further effort to sift out a basic perspective on
next year's holiday, one that would ground a consensus of general policy, open planning,
executive reflection. I would note here that by executive reflection I don't mean
"heading off for", I mean that final stage of thinking out the optimal meeting of the
concrete situation, its schedules, language, tides, entertainments, expenses.2
Again exercise 2.5.24 should help you to get from this to larger notions of
collaboration. And in that context let us get back to the Indian Institute and consider a
particular question: What's going on about the Bhagavad-Gita? One clue to the answer
is to note a parallel with the "holiday" problem. One pauses in the battle of life. What
manner of vacation is desirable, and to what end?
One finds in fact that discussion of the Bhagavad-Gita is scattered throughout the
library, and indeed the libraries, ranging from researches into the components of the text
through to its discussion by various religious people in a way that resembles executive
reflection. But, as with the holiday, is there a better Way that would bring forth a more
adequate perspective and generate a more refined reflection on features of the Gita
relevant to particular species and varieties of local sensibilities?
The questions we are raising here are enormous, yet they are not to be excluded
from an introductory study of religion, progress and decline. Moreover, it would seem
important to bring this out, in this first lecture of the fourth part of our course, by
analogies of procedure and problems in other courses and in other domains of the
cultural matrix. The mention of "cultural matrix" may bring to mind the first sentence of
Lonergan's Method in Theology, and it does not seem a great leap to claim that an
introductory course in theology is an introduction to reflection on religion's significance
within cultures. Part of any developed culture is introductory chemistry courses,
significance is a two-way street, and part of the relevant significance would seem to be
procedural parallels between e.g., Introductory Chemistry and Introductory
"Religiology". In the Foreword I indicated a parallel between teaching mathematical
physics and teaching "Reason and Religious Belief". Here I wish to push the parallel up
and down the two-way street of "significance" by drawing on present studies in
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chemistry and ecology.
First, then, consider a first-year university chemistry course. My own recollection
of it is that it involved for me two bulky text books (organic and inorganic), six hours lab
work per week, some heavy thinking, and too much memory work. One comes to grips
with the elements, one by one, suffering "the displacement of pre-scientific by scientific
description",3 and eventually one moves to a preliminary appreciation of a structuring of
the relations of the elements and of chemical collaboration known as the periodic table.
One has, of course, little more than a nominal clue to the quantum underpinning of the
relations, especially if adequate courses in physics and mathematics are not followed as
well. But the class is mercilessly being herded toward a world of theory with truncated
glimpses of procedure.
Now humanist theologians will not like my parallel, indeed may simply reject it:
for chemistry is a science, and theology is not. Still, my case rests on the notion that
science is the sympathetic correct understanding of some zone of human experience,
and in that broad sense religious studies, history, chemistry and even mathematics and
logic are sciences.
Before commenting on ecology I would note that a central feature of this chapter
is its focus on viewpoint, on "intentional process" apart from its mediations of efficiency.
The chapter ends with a description of the inner mediation of a community seeking a
viewpoint; Chapter Six, Section Two raises the issue of the mediation of historical
process. This does not mean that in the present chapter we have no interest in doing.
Indeed, our interest is in well-doing, doing well. But our present interest is in the
genesis of a detached cosmogenetic perspective, with a detachment and a creativity that
at its best, echos divine transcendence, giving the universe the special unity of a
community of single intelligent views.4
Does this mean that our discussion here is of some pure science, even "valuefree"? The tail end of a piece of a lecture certainly does not offer scope for dealing with
the unintelligent imaginings of advocates of value-free human studies. I would merely
note that the data of our inquiry is intrinsically normative. That is a fact. An integral
science studying that fact moves to a cosmogenetic viewpoint that includes possibilities
in patterns of probabilities and their realization through the faulty openness of human
normativity in the control of emergent probability.5
That being partially digested, we may move within a broader and more tranquil
descriptive perspective to debates and discussions of ecology, and perhaps if the need
for functional specialist studies to generate efficient provision of Bhagavad-Gita to human
groups does not "grab you", the need for such studies for the provision of bread and rice
might catch your attention.
There is a growing activism, literature, politicization, of environmental concern.
Time's Man of the Year of 1988 was planet Earth, and Green parties, Tree savers,
Schumacher societies, ozone anxieties, are grist for the media mill. But there are
expressions of larger scientific concern that give rise to new journals, such as The
Ecologist and the transformation of more traditional journals that deal with the
ecosystem. A swing through the past twenty years of The Ecologist gives a glimpse of the
breadth and seriousness of concern. We referred to some of its articles in Section 2.3
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when we introduced the problem of efficient interpretation in journalism. That, in fact,
is the issue being faced in its fullness here. One could catalogue from the journal
varieties of "cries in the wilderness" ranging from reflections on the World Bank to
considerations of the Amazon forests. The cries are not statistically efficient. Banded
ecologists, Band-aid, banned chemicals, banned agrabusiness are feeble substitutes for
the global apolitical collaborative concern of functional specialization. The function of
this chapter is to invite you to intussuscept the concrete possibility of such collaboration.
A recent double issue of The Ecologist would help such intussusception. For
instance, Arne Noess, the father of the Deep Ecology movement, arrives at a descriptive
indication of "collaborative layers" that in fact parallel what we identify as forwardlooking functional specialties: his levels, 1, 2, 3, 4, correspond roughtly to specialties 5, 6,
7, 8.6 Level one contains "ultimate premises": one surely must ask where such premises
come from, so raising the issue of subjectivity and its global dynamic past. The same
question emerges from Edward Goldsmith's "The Way: An Ecological World View",
where he proposes a world view in a set of 67 principles.7 My reader, I hope, can at this
stage make some descriptive suggestions about The Way that would ground such
principles. This Section seeks to initiate an extension of the quest for The Way that each
of us is to a question for The Way (an eight-fold way) that we may normatively aspire to
go.
4.2

Transformations

Transformations regularly lead to displacements as dynamic states: the tadpole
may become a frog, a starved dog ultimately becomes an aggregate of physico-chemicals
and microorganisms. Some displacements seem so abrupt as to involve a radical
discontinuity: Mary Magdalen or the Buddha shifts to a new world. Some
transformations seem to involve regression: there are strategies of regressive therapy
and there are dark nights of sense and soul. In two intertwining senses there is the
transformation of death.8 There are fine questions about the first emergence of moral
consciousness, about "consolation without a cause", about the leaps to understanding,
truth, Faith. More generally, there are the displacements of evolution, the emergence
of higher things and especially of the higher human Thing, that do not admit any simple
view of transformation.
With this broad sweep I wish to indicate the range of the metacategories that
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 touch on. I aim to introduce them in a random fashion that
nonetheless weaves around the main topic of the book: the religious minder. The two
sections make no precise distrinction between their topics, nor indeed do I make any
precise distinctions at all. Precision is invited in the exercises of Section 6.5, as also is the
accurate relating of these categories to Lonergan's discussions of differentiations,
conversions, horizons, an issue raised in Section 4.3. In the present Section I will focus
on what I call phyllogenetic transformations; in the next Section ontogenetic
transformations will be the centre of attention.
And now for some exercises: for that seems an appropriate way of inviting you,
whether beginner or advanced, to the describable transformation that is an acceptance
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of the plausibility of certain transformation strategies within religious studies. The first
exercise carries forward from Section 4.1, and indeed from the stress throughout the
book on analogies of sciences. Decently done, the exercise takes at least a week. It
consists in a comparison between the journals of chemistry in the 19th century and the
journals of theology and religion in the 20th century, with a focus respectively on the
years 1869-70 and 1969-70.
One might begin with the journal Chemisches Central-Blatt, founded in Leipzig in
1830 to deal with a spread of interests: pure, pharmacutical, physiological and technical
chemistry. The interested parties are an international group. The journal goes through
two changes of format by 1888, with moves towards explanatory divisions of topics, but
the broad interest remains: not just inorganic and organic chemistry but
physiochemistry, bacteriology, medical chemistry and such. New journals emerge
through the century, and the 20th century brings specialist foci. Chemical Abstracts Vol.1
appears in 1907, and the communications network of chemistry grows in efficiency,
nationality, specialty. So, one finds after World War I journals like The Quarterly Journal
of the Indian Chemical Society, founded in 1924, and, after World War II, leaps of
specialization: Journal of Molecular Catalysis, Journal of Luminescence, Carbohydrate
Research, Tetrahedron. But what dominates the total development, as a common minding,
is the meaning of the discoveries of 1869 in its various transformations.
In August 1869 Mendeleev presented a communication to the Second Congress of
Russian Naturalists in Moscow on "The Atomic Volumes of the Simple Bodies" which
contained a periodic table in modern form. Lothar Meyer's first publication on the
periodic law, dated December 1869, appeared in 1870.9 It referred to a German abstract
of Mendeleev's paper. In 1871, Mendeleev published a long paper (improved through
Meyer's work) on the topic.10 The publications of Meyer (1870) and Mendeleev (1871)
attracted little interest. The first was too short and expressed doubt: Meyer remarked
that it would be rash to change the accepted atomic weights on the basis of so uncertain
a starting point. Mendeleev's paper was too long and made uncomfortable reading
because of its ranging details. It was the discovery of "missing" elements with properties
predicted by Mendeleev that eventually moved the periodic table into centre-stage:
Gallium was discovered by Lecoq de Boisbaudau (1875), Scandium by Nilson (1879),
Germanium by Winkler (1886).
And what has been discovered in theology and religious studies since 1969? The
second half of the exercise is trickier: I will be sufficiently vague, but I know that my
suggestions will not win me a popularity contest. Journals abound, but one might focus
on general journals like Gregorianum, Journal of Religion, both 70 years old. We may
pause here to ask, what are we doing? I can immediately say that we are doing a poor
person's version of what we will read about in the second exercise here: we are asking,
what is going on? who are going on? Nor are we asking it cooly. I found this exercise
depressing: journals closed off from other journals, even when, in some academic
centres, the journals were published within a few miles of each other; selective
inattention to details, to data, to previous contributions. Far from moving towards a
concerned global community struggling in specialized efforts, I was led to caricature
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(recall the function of satire, Insight, 624-26) one contemporary journal's contents (I won't
mention the journal's name: it appears to be alive still!) in terms of a volume of The
Journal of General Chemistry. Some of the articles in this bogus volume are:
"Neurochemical factors in Strabismus", "The Morality of Chemical Pollution of Fishing
Rivers", Iodine Content of Cat Food", "Automobile Rust-Control in Montreal Winters",
"The Ozone Layer and the Economy of Australian Resorts".
The centrepiece of this part of the exercise is Gregorianum Vol.50 (1969). The
volume is a who's-who of Jesuits writing on method in religious studies (Hans Urs vol
Balthasar being a Jesuit drop-out). Lonergan's "Functional Specialties in Theology", the
key to the present chapter, is in there. Like Meyer's essay in chemistry it was perhaps
too short, but it certainly expressed no doubt. Method in Theology, completed in 1971,
may have been too long, too massive in its details of control, like Mendeleev's paper.
What might bring the suggested procedural structure into centre-stage? Not the
discovery of new elements but advertence to old data: data of personal human
consciousness, data on the history of academic confusion.
In the Prologue I expressed the conviction that Lonergan is no more or no less
relevant to religious studies than Mendeleev is to chemistry. It brings to mind now a
previous comparison I made:
Modern science is called, not Galilean, but experimental. Stillman Drake
notes that before Galileo there was no dearth of mathematical reasoning
but 'the systematic appeal to experience in support ofmathematical laws
seems to have been lacking ... The design of experiments to discover new
mathematical laws comes after Galileo's time'11. Drake notes the difficulty
of believing this, and so goes on to describe the inadequate strategies of
such men as Tartaglia (1546), Cardano (1570), and Ubaldo (1577) in seeking
out laws of force for bodies on inclined planes".12
Galileo drew attention to measurement and verification. Lonergan draws
attention to displacement inwards. The scientific procedure is fundamentally the same
in both enterprizes, but taking the measure of inwardness (a metaphorical word to boot)
is obfuscated by western academic truncatedness. What Lonergan wrote of Leslie
Dewart in 1967 was true of most of the wider theological community and remains true
(nor do I make any exception for "Lonerganism") and it is worth quoting at length. It is
just one of many appeals to what should be a simple scientific canon: check your view
of your performance, "against", "in", your own performance:
Professor Dewart's grounds for his view on truth seem to be partly the
flood of light he has derived from phenomenological and existential
thought and partly the inadequacy of his interpretation of Scholasticism.
To the light I have no objection. I would not deny that the authenticity of
one's living, the probity of one's intellectual endeavors, the strategy of
one's priorities are highly relevant for the truth by which one is truly a
man. I have no doubt that concepts and judgments (on judgments I find
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Dewart strangely silent) are the expression of one's accumulated
experienced, developed understanding, acquired wisdom; and I quite
agree that such expression is an objectification of one's self and of one's
world.
I would urge, however, that this objectification is intentional. It consists in
acts of meaning. We objectify the self by meaning the self, and we objectify
the world by meaning the world. Such meaning of its nature is related to a
meant, and what is meant may or may not correspond to what in fact is so.
If it corresponds, the meaning is true. If it does not correspond, the
meaning is false. Such is the correspondence view of the truth, and Dewart
has managed to reject it would apparently adverting to it. So eager has he
been to impugn what he considered the Thomist theory of knowledge that
he overlooked the fact that he needed a correspondence view of truth to
mean what he said.
Let me stress the point. Dewart has written a book on the future of belief.
Does he mean the future of belief, or something else, or nothing at all?.13
But I have written enough on this exercise: some may say, too much and unwisely. I
cannot move on, however, without emphasizing that the issue is not the content of this
chapter four: the basic issue is the manner in which you respond to the invitation to selfdiscovery in the chapter.
Clearly, what we are reflecting on throughout the previous exercise is the
phenomenon of paradigm-shift, a topic that has become commonplace since Kuhn's
work, a reality that has always been the core of good histories of science, technology and
mathematics. The ground of that phenomenon, of course, lies in the detecting-fever that
breeds the creative leap giving rise to a set of terms and relations which displaces a
previous context. To discuss such shifts adequately requires the fevered scientific
detecting of detecting-fever that we initiated in Chapter One. In the final lecture of this
chapter, Section 4.4, I will return to the precise creative leap, using diagrams to indicate
its continued enrichment and refinement. Here I wish only to give some elementary
descriptive hints of the transformation of the dialectik and the sargawit, (foundations
does not have a "c" in it to follow my "persona' twist" so I used the curious word
"sargawit" for the person who is committedly foundational). My strategy of hinting
deserves comment, since I use it regularly in class in an effort to encourage serious
reading, with eyes off the page.
I already mentioned, in Section 3.2, the challenge of reading short pasages in the
context of a search for elements of meaning. Such a challenge can be carried forward
into more complex groupings, including genetic and dialectic patterns, of elements of
meaning. So, for instance, I ask a class to read (reading, of course, the book of
themselves, eyes off the page) eight lines pointing to early psychic disorientation,
ground reorientation, feelingful reorientation. The eight lines are Insight, p.191, ll.19-21;
Insight, p.201, ll.1-2; Method in Theology, p.34, n.6, the last 3 lines. The context of the
suggestion would be discussions of early disorientation such as those of Karen Horney
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or Harry Stack Sullivan. Initially my students are amused by my reading demands:
after all, in other classes the demands are to read chapters. Gradually, however, some
learn how to read.
Now our present context involves the neurotic disorientation and the feelingful
orientation of global concern, and I find it useful to home in on some not-so-short
readings: specifically Method in Theology, pp.250-53; pp.286-88. My homing-in is for
beginners, wishing to give them a normative impression of a concrete project, recurrent
operations of a community yielding cumulative results. If you are not a beginner you
wish for more, and indications of that more are the object of Exercises 6.5. I am, again,
between two stools, but telling the beginner of the two stools seems integral to an
introductory course. And my problem is nicely illustrated by Method, p.250. My
beginner's pointers will be restricted to lines 15-33. What of lines 1-14 (odd the word
Assembly at the top)? These lines require elaboration in an advanced methodological
book, a book moreover that cannot be properly written until the task described in lines
15-33 has been done often enough badly, to begin to be done better.
You have to read the lines 15-33 imaginatively, with concrete fantasy, "something
better than the reality".(13a) Imagine, then, the warm-blooded dialectik, trying to go all
the metatheoretic way, "trying to live ... threatened with inevitable death",(13b)
fortunately presented with genuinely ecstatic histories, adequately contextualized
interpretations, subtle researches (remembering, of course, Damon Runyon, "How are
you doing? I'm doing what I can"). What she or he is searching for now is the
transculturally worthwhile: think of our efforts in Chapter One. The search is
communal yet solitary. Each dialectik grapples in emotive ecstacy with disorientation,
orientation. There emerges a book. There emerges from each a personal assembly,
completion, comparison, reduction, classification, selection: in this century, a sorry mess
but if a thing is worth doing it is worth doing badly. The second last chapter is a
personal expression, "here I stand", of the Way-to-go communally. The last chapter goes
deeper, to "why I here stand", in all the senses of why, proleptically (lines 26-28).
Gradually the efforts of all are available to each, and each dialectik assembles etc., (lines
28-33).
A carefilled imaginative reading reveals this as a powerful yet homely strategy,
and certainly discomforting. So I invite my beginner to carry the serious reading to
p.253, ll.7-29/ This is a "crucial experiment", a revelation of selves that "will provide the
open-minded, the serious, the sincere with the occasion to ask themselves some basic
questions, first, about others but eventually, even about themselves".
I conclude my invitation to this reading by pushing a question: what is it to make
conversion, "commonly a slow process of maturation", a topic? Is it not to make
transformation a topic, our present topic? Is it not to move transformation, be it
phylogenetic or ontogenetic, out of vague descriptive discussion into an adequate
metacontext of genetic and dialectic precision? So, I move to my second recommended
reading: Method, Chapter 11, Section 6. I preface my comments on that Section by a
recollection of Lonergan, pacing his room, quietly agitated, in Regis College, Toronto, in
the mid-sixties, remarking to me, "what am I to do? I can't put all of Insight into the first
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chapter of Method".
Now, Insight is incipient Foundations; Foundations includes the content of
Method, and when you face into my recommended reading seriously (but humbly as
reading a map of an unclimbed mountain, an IMPossible14 vision) you will discover a
subtle answer to Lonergan's own question. The reading runs from Method, p.286, l.25 to
p.288, l.12. I have no intention of detailing the reading: that is classroom work for a
week. But some hints may get you started, or startled.
The reading points towards the differentiation of the basic nest of terms and
relations. Think of the fruit (however green and descriptive) of Chapter One, and carry
that thinking inwardly again through the intervening Sections. The differentiations of
terms and relations are mediated by detecting-fevered transformations and
displacements of detecting-fever. Without such psycho-molecular changes in subjects
and communities the terms and relations remain names. As, perhaps, an interested
nominalist beginner you may now read the first five listings of differentiation, a helpful
strategy being to correlate the listings with chapters of Insight and Method, and indeed
the non-beginner might envisage the structure of the unwritten "far larger" work.(14a)
However, these 5 listings can be closely identified with Method Chapters 1 to 4, just as
listing (6) can be identified with much of the project of Insight. And so on, powerfully
inviting serious people to move out of eclectic nominalist theology that is more than "a
little breathless and a little late".15
But I cannot resist a final comment on the cunning of this Section. It regards lines
18-23 of p.287. The 9 listings point towards a "broadened base" from which one can
develop a massively different explanatorily-heuristic version of Chapters 1 to 4 of
Method. Can you even vaguely envisage that new version, a version mediated by your
incarnation of Insight, chapters 15 and 16? We will return to this topic briefly in Chapter
Six.
I have focused here on a communal transformation within religious studies. But
the sweep of what I call Cosmogenetics reaches into the total cultural matrix. I have
tried to indicate that reach elsewhere, the functional specialist reach into the mess of
modern literary studies, musicology, economics.16 But it seems best to halt abruptly here
and leave my readers to reflect on the significance of the suggested transformation of
collaboration in areas familiar to themselves.
4.3

Displacements

"This transformation is the mediation of what is immediate in us".17 "Finally, the
displacement inwards gives rise to the 'we', the intersubjective community".18 When my
readers turn to thesource of these two quotations, they will find that the texts have been
torn out of context. But the abuse is triply worthwhile. First, the context of the
mediation of Christ in prayerful metapuzzling is central to the concrete mediation
pointed to in section 6.2, a section which indicates the complete project of which chapter
four's topic is the heart. Secondly, the reference throws up (quasi-operationally!) the
question of quasi-operations raised in section 2.0. Thirdly, while I give the two
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statements my own meaning here, it is a meaning that is tantalizingly related to
Lonergan's meaning in his context. I am not going to discuss these three facets here
(they turn up in exercises 6.5), but a comment on my terminology relates to the second
point.
As far as I recall, my choice of the pair "transformation", "displacement" was not
mediated advertently. First, "transformation" struck me as a broader heuristic word
than differentiation. Secondly, I needed a neutral word that covered not just conversion
but perversion, diversion, aversion, whatever; moreover, not just conversion etc., but the
resulting state. Students of Lonergan will, I suspect, be irritated by my efforts, but
perhaps my availing of Lonergan's own usage in developing what I'm at will gain their
sympathy. So, I am pushing for "the displacement of pre-scientific by scientific
description",19 for the "displacement towards system, die Wendung zur Idee"20,,,,, for
explanatory heuristiks that would leave behind the varieties of imperfect hope in the
supernatural in a lucid recognition "that a supernatural solution involves a real
displacement of the centre of human concerns".21 In this chapter I pay no attention to
external achievements: I am interested in the hierarchy of displacements towards
individual spiritual unities of the universe,22 metawayfarers that chapter five will
identify more clearly as luminous lovers of the Way.
If I appeal to Lonergan's usage of the word "displacement" in Insight and
elsewhere I also appeal to his non-usage of the word "conversion" in Insight, a word
which in the mid-forties he found convenient for discussing what would become "the
position" (a place to which one is displaced). While I find "transformation" a broader
metacategory than "differentiation", a neutral word long accepted by biologists, I find
"conversion" a loaded word unsuitable to the enterprize I call cosmogenetics.
Finally, in this introductory text, I am avoiding accurate specifications which can
lead young students to nominalism. Elsewhere, I have discussed assymmetries in the
levels of consciousness with regard to the sequence differentiation --> conversion.23 The
notion of transformation gets beyond that. I leave my interested readers to puzzle over
the relationship of "displacement" to "horizon" and "conversion".
At all events, the metacategory displacement allows for broader discussion: so,
one allows for the pursuit of functional specialist cosmogenetics with the displacement
of some form of reductionism: Skinnerian, Systems Theoretic, Marxist, Gaian. The last
section points to possible discomfort when that displacement becomes a metatopic. And
I suspect that a whirl in the vortex of method would generate some discomfort for those
who fancy Claude Geffré set of displacements for the study of theology.24 On the other
hand The Romantic Agony described by Mario Praz might well be revealed by such a
whirl as less embedded in the ooze of abnormality than some of the patterns of life
prescribed or espoused by dark suits and red hats.25 The displacements associated with
decline and with sin do not yield to any facile pre-Freudian analysis. Nor is postKeynsian analysis anyway adequate to feverishly detect the displacements of peoples
and monies and goods that are rooted in truncated welfare macrostatic economics.26
But these are just random illustrations. The fundamental drive is towards an
enrichment of what have been conventionally called theology and political economy.
Through a vortex meshing of ultimate and proximate concerns with the mesh and mess
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of world-spirit process. And that personal enrichment can be honed neurally by
resonating with literature's objectifications of displacements, be it as ancient as Indian,
Chinese or Hebrew exile-lore, as available as Vladimir Valkoff's account of The TurnAround,27 as close-cutting to home as Joyce's focus on epiphanies.28 Finally, the vortex
must move beyond any naive optimism in a humble and repentant acknowledgement of
tainted human achievement: "the gestation process terminates, not in universal
harmony after the birth of the word, but in a chaotic argot of contemporary language
and the cheap promises of a common evangelist using language to sell religion like
cough medicine".29
However brief, introductory, and random, my comments on displacement as a
metacategory, it seems wise to insert some precise comments on three sequences of
displacements. These sequences regard changes interior to subjects, though the changes
may be skin-deep only because of the possibility of post-systematic, post-aesthetic, postscholarly, etc., meanings.
The first sequence I invite reflection on is the sequence of transformations and
displacements of a science that occurs when lower levels of described components
("common matter" in Thomas' terms) are replaced in the explanatory system by theoretic
correlations with secondary determinations.30 So, the chemistry of the periodic table of
the late nineteenth century is being slowly and painfully transformed by the struggles of
physics through this century, struggles which have yet to lead "Down Mendeleev's
Path", as one author puts it, to correlations that would clear chemistry of foggy
description.31 The informed modern reader may be helped to envisage this
transformation by working in the context of Insight's two discussions of species and
genera as explanatory.32 The medievalist might reflect for clues on Thomas' (and
Aristotle's) views on sensible, intelligible and common matter.33 The beginner, to whom
I mainly address myself here, has some chance of glimpsing the transformation more
generally by reflecting with me on a single difficult page of Insight, p.464, which begins
with the words, "structures for the study of organism, the psyche, intelligence itself',
then the text goes on, "Study of an organism begins from the thing-for-us" and goes on
(let's be honest) to lose us in a heuristic reach, "a sheer leap into the void for the
existential subject",34 for a conception of daisies, dogs, dons and dames as grounds of
flexible circles of ranges of genetically or dialectically related recurrence-schemes. Still,
an elementary grappling is humblingly illuminating, and I have found it useful to
change the phrase "study of an organism begins" in different contexts to "study of a self
... a saviour ... a mystical body..." whatever.35 It should, for instance, give theologians,
who talk eloquently of hope, pause, to realize that hope has a chemistry, as sanctity has
an odour and schizophrenia a smell (is it trans-3-methyl-2 hexenoic acid?)
One clear challenge that the reading should bring to you as a beginner is the
challenge to the massively-established systematic and post-systematic displacement of
common sense to reductionism. Does your pet flower, or your pet animal, or your
petting partner, really boil down (horrible thought!) to nucleic bricks? But meeting
reductionism either head-on or vortex-wise is a larger issue, needing an initial context of
lectures 41-46 of this chapter.
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The second sequence of displacements I wish to draw attention to is that
characterized as seven bridges to be crossed in the first part of "Features of Generalized
Empirical Method and the Actual Context of Economics".36 Since the treatment there is
relatively full I restrict myself here to some brief relevant comments.
The bridges represent a journey in the intellectual pattern of experience, "a vast
undertaking that calls for relentless perseverance ... for years in which one's living is
more or less constantly absorbed in the effort to understand".37 Yet the journey is
aesthetic, dramatic, moral, religious. I merely name the bridges here in the order in
which they occur in the essay referred to: the Bridge of Gems, of Size, of Strangeness, of
Bones, of Imps, of Oxen, of Straws. They are not necessarily crossed in that order, but
the drive towards crossing all is a necessary facet of the harmonious development of the
genuinely intellectual subject. The bridges of gems and of imps refer respectively to
the displacement towards adequate empiricism to which this book is an invitation, and
to the displacement towards the foundational mediation of specializations which is our
present topic. The other five bridges can be correlated with relative ease with the five
levels of consciousness, even if only descriptively: crossing them is quite another
matter. The bridge of size, in its full sense, requires the unwelcome displacement of the
subject into the world of theory and a conviction running right through this work is that
without this displacement, gained through struggling with the simpler lower sciences,
the genesis of adequate self-knowledge does not occur. The core of such adequate selfknowledge is reached by crossing the bridge of strangness, the basic topic of section 3.3,
"and one has not made it yet if one has no clear memory of its startling strangeness".38
Further, one is not firmly constituted in that displacement - so objectivity remains "a
matter of meeting persons and dealing with things that are 'really out there'"39 - without
the transformation and displacement to which the bridge of bones invites one. The
bridge of straws is a bridge towards fullsome authentic nescience: it represents a
transformation of the thinker equivalent to the sense of mystery that the mystic may
reach by another way, as another Way.
This brings me to the third sequence, about which I will be equally brief, since I
have already provided an introductory text.40 This is the sequence of displacements of
the reverent subject who seeks, not to pray to God for light, but to think with God for
light. It is a dialectic of religious displacement mediated by the minding touched on
here in lectures 50-62, 67-75. Central to it is a religious maturation which, paradoxically,
liberates God from time and makes one's living a sacrament of present time, grounding
daily anamnetic and proleptic discerning, daily repentance, daily projection of the
project that is God's universe and mine.
I conclude by returning to the two "misquotations" from Lonergan with which I
began this section. Those few lines talk of a transformation of our immediacy and a
displacement inwards of us. What I have written in this section are only vague pointers
in a dead language, language awaiting a later massive displacement, projection,
transfer of the subjective experience ... to make insight into the experience
possible. At a higher level of linguistic development, the possibility of
insight is achieved by lin- guistic feed-back, by expressing the subjective
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experience in words and as subjective.41
My own strategy of talking of systematiks, heuristiks, rhetoriks, kontexts, is a very
shabby intimation of that distant goal, the fullness of the displacement of the Bridge of
Oxen.42
4.4

Cosmogenetics: Beyond Modern Theology

Near the end of a lengthy and subtle reflection on the Incarnation Lonergan
remarks that a unifying hold on all the features may be formal or virtual.43 His
discussion there regards a degree of mastery. Here we come to the end of a complex set
of lectures and exercises on your possibility of having, becoming, a viewpoint. There is
no question of you having reached any degree of mastery: that surely has come across to
you from Section 4.3 with its stress on the slow reaching of plateaus, displacements, and
the lectures between Section 4.3 and this final Section bring out the remoteness of the
project of communal luminous Waycaring. Yet I wish you to reach for a unifying hold,
so I now take a risk, a diagramming, of giving you an illusion of formal mastery. I have,
of course, been taking this risk all along, yet here it is especially acute, so I take a little
time to talk about it before adding "helpful" diagrams.
Lonergan means by a virtual unifying hold what we can recognize in ourselves,
perhaps, in some field, or in a great teacher. "Virtual" means that "its there": the teacher
can answer questions right to the last refinement. But for the hold to be formal there has
to be some artifice. "For in this life we understand nothing without a presence of
sensibility, and in a question that is unusually long and difficult one cannot have
convenient sensibility unless the imagination is boosted by diagram".44 So, if you want a
formal hold on some topic you have to work hard to cook up a diagram, or a set of
related diagrams such as I present in this book, in which the elements of questions and
answers are systematically presented in all their interconnections. I do not wish here to
enter into the topic of varieties of image.45 The main point is that "symbolic
presentation" does not involve resemblance, though if it is "right on" it is topologically
suggestive: so, e.g., levels of consciousness are diagrammed on top of one another as in
exercise 2.5.20.
And here I return to the question of risk, and to the difficulty of "telling"
mentioned in the Foreword. The diagram may be "The Source of Illusions": so, the
levels of consciousness are named and diagrammed and, in gross self-ignorance, easily
known. In Section 3.2 I noted on strategy for combatting such cosiness. Here I think it
worthwhile to mention another. It is of course related to the Socratic poise. "The
victims of Socrates' persistent questioning could not find an adequate formulation for
what they felt they understood".46 The adequate formulation that I require of students in
examinations is a formulation of "precisely what you do not understand", for example,
about the transition from element 3 (the what-insight) to element 4 (the inner word of
what). Without a context of serious understanding there can be no precision in
specifying absent anticipated understanding. In the exercises relating to this chapter I
have tried to build in such twisted demands. Functional specialization in its full
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flowering calls for a very sophisticated differentiation of consciousness, an
understanding of personal and global meaning that is absent, necessary, but only
seminally anticipated.
Against the background of these preliminary remarks I feel more comfortable in
risking my diagrams. They represent my own struggle towards some mastery of the
significance and potential of the viewpoint, Waycaring, of functional specialization.
Of course, both my meaning and my diagrams depend on Lonergan. Indeed, my
key transition in both go back to an afternoon in Toronto in the mid-sixties when we
were talking about the problem of theological method and he sprung the basic solution
at me, his eight fingers up between us, saying, "well, its easy: you just double the
structure!", and he followed this with ten startling minutes of exposition. That gesturing
and exposition became the basics of my first diagram (a). Later, in 1972, while
cataloguing a large collection of Lonergan's unpublished notes and scribbles for the
Toronto Centre I came across what I take to be pages related to his own discovery of the
basic solution, and I add two of his pages immediately: even if they are partly illegible
they illustrate both diagramming and creative excitement.
Before the preface of the first published volume of Lonergan's Collected Works, the
editors have reproduced one of Lonergan's diagrams of the ends of marriage, one that
differs from the published version, reproduced in the same volume on page 42.47 The
editorial comment raises the issue of shifts in Lonergan's meaning: to such shifts
changing diagrams are clues, but only if one labours to share the shifting spiritual
context.
My own set of diagrams span 24 years, ending with diagram (d) of January 1989,
but pivoting on a major shift "represented" by a diagram of October 1986 reproduced in
simplified form at the beginning of Section 6.2. All these diagrams have as context,
kontext, the achievement pointed to by the diagrams and exercises of chapters one and
two. I can express this briefly by recalling Lonergan's "diagram" of p.48 of Method in
Theology, to which I drew attention in Section 2.3. Here I focus on two groups of terms:
(i) capacity, need (ii) institution, role, task. The first group requires a six-layered
diagram; the second group is a containing group for the grouping of operations to which
my diagrams point. Both these comments can be brought together by placing,
imaginatively or diagramatically, my six-layered "keyhole" diagram (d) on the
intersection of the third column and the second line of the Method, p.48, diagram.
People who want a simple, or simple-minded philosophy, theology, metaecology,
may find this all too complicated. I have a recollection of Lonergan smilingly recalling a
remark of a theologian regarding "Finality, Love, Marriage": "do I have to learn
geometry to understand marriage?". Chemists share the diagram and the meaning of
the periodic table: I see no reason why the diagraming of the reach of human spirits
should be less complex than that of the reach of acid spirits.
And now the diagrams, with some few comments. Their fuller comprehension, of
course, calls for the background not only of the lectures of this chapter (38-46) but also of
the exercises in section 2.5. My first diagram needs little comment: it represents each
level being investigated by a group of subjects. This diagram is followed, as mentioned
before, by two pages of Lonergan's scribbles. Then come my diagrams (b), (c) and (d).
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(b) is a structure familiar to mathematicians: an eight by eight matrix which you can
take to be symmetrical, for example C23=C32, though one can arrive at a more
sophisticated view by leaving it non-symmetrical. The matrix represents the
communications newtwork of Cosmogenetics: so C23 represents a communication
between a specialist in interpretation and a specialist in history. The communication, of
course, may be onesided: the historian is reading an article on some author's meaning.
What the matrix does is help to envisage concretely the massive cooperation envisaged
by this displacement of theology. One can, of course, envisage more complex
communications, by envisaging elements like C1378 where a group of specialists
contribute pointers on a topic. What makes the sharing possible is a common
foundation: "the use of the general categories occurs in any of the eight functional
specialties".48 Moreover, this discourse is no more public discourse than is the discourse
of conferences in chemistry. The diagrams represent internal discourse: but one can
envisage the mediation of history under a general element Ci9, or in its special sense for
the functional specialty of communications (or, as I prefer, executive reflection), as C89.
The diagram in section 6.2 gives a full indication of the mediation of history, but
diagram (c)'s main function is to bring out the complexification and enrichment that
occurs as the groups mount from a foundational perspective through policy and
planning to executive reflection. I have discussed this complexification at some length
elsewhere.49 Some few, mainly unpublished, remarks of Lonergan are added to indicate
the complexification of Lonergan's own view during the sixties, the richness of which is
not evident from Method in Theology. The final keyhole diagram (d) has already been
commented on. Contextualized by the other diagrams in the book, it represents
concretely (if one is thinking metaphysically) the layered turning of "the keys to given",
of the institution of the idea of functional specialization in the mediation of history.
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DIAGRAMS
(a)

_______dialectic_____

___foundations_____

_______history_______

___doctrines (policy)

_____interpretation___

___systematics (planning)

_____research_________

__communications (executive
reflection)
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cosmogenetics, and a factual heuristics of transhumanization, to be adequately
explanatorily empirical and groundedly practical (Insight, p.731).
6 Arne Naess, "Deep Ecology and Ultimate Premises", The Ecologist, Vol. 18, 1988,
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Existentialism in Boston College, 1957, "...limiting situations that are totally mine and
which involve me totally: death, suffering, struggle, guilt. Confronted with limiting
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death requires such a foundational kontext. Again, post-modern reflection will find
Thomas (Ia pars, q.97) relevant. See also the reflection of Thomas on Christ as corpse and
spirit (note 42 of chapter five, below), and Lonergan's reflections on the transformation
of death: Thesis 17 of De Verbo Incarnato, Rome, 1964, pp.569ff. Chapter five, sections 1
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myself rot, waiting for the great red lapses of the heart...So I'll tell myself a story..."
(from a 1946 short story of Beckett, "The Calmative")
9 Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie, Heidelberg, 1870, Supp. vii, p.354.
10 Ibid., 1871, Supp. viii, p.133.
11 Stillman Drake, Galileo Studies, The University of Michigan Press, 1970,
12 P.McShane, "Features of Generalized Empirical Method and the Actual Context of
Economics", Creativity and Method, edited by M.Lamb, Milwaukee, 1985, p.545.
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13a Method in Theology, p.251. I would note that only in the large context of the
precisions of page 250 of Method in Theology can permanently valuable work be done on
the significance for genetic systematics of "disaffected" thinking such as that of Plotinus'
Enneads, the medieval reflections on intellect of Jews and Arabs, Hegels Logic, Foucault's
genealogical analysis, etc.
13b Insight, p.385.
14 See the reference at note 12: pp. 550-552 deals with the Bridge of IMPS. See also
McShane, "An IMProbable Christian Vision and the Economic Rhythms of the Second
Million Years", Lonergan's Challenge to the University and the Economy, UPA, 1980, pp.92111.
14a Insight, p.731.
15 Insight, p.733.
16 For the need for functional specialization in music, see McShane, The Shaping of the
Foundations, UPA, 1977, chapter 2, "Metamusic and Self-Meaning", pp.47-72; for a similar
need in literary studies, see Lonergan's Challenge to the University and the Economy, chapter
4, "Modernity and the Transformation of Criticism", pp.80-91.
17 Lonergan, "The Mediation of Christ in Prayer", Method: Journal of Lonergan Studies,
vol. 2(1984), p.17, line 4.
18 Ibid., p.9, line 29. Displacement is a topic throughout this article.
19 Insight, p.64.
20 Lonergan, De Deo Trino I, Rome, 1964, p.10, note 10.
21 Insight, p.727.
22 See Insight, p.250, line 33; Searching for Cultural Foundations, conclusion of preface.
23 McShane, (ed), Searching for Cultural Foundations, pp.vi-vii of Preface.
24 Claude Geffre, Le Christianisme au Risque de l'interpretation. Les Editions de erf, Paris,
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theologique comme 'intellectus fidei'" (pp.27-28), "le deplacement de l'hermeneutique"
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25 On p. 237 of Insight Lonergan notes the "secondary symptom" of the ooze of
abnormality, while commenting on Mario Praz, The Romantic Agony. Above, I hint at an
ooze not directly connected to sexual deviance, drugs, etc, but more related to Jung's
"emphatic normality" (see Memories, Dreams, Reflections, Vintage Books, N.Y., 1965,
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INTERLUDE

Always in the sun's eye,
Here among the beggars,
Hawkers, pavement sleepers,
Hutment dwellers, slums,
Dead souls of men and gods,
Burnt out mothers, frightened
Virgins,wasted child
And tortured animal
All in noisy silence
Suffering the place and time,
I ride my elephant of thought
A Cezanne slung around my neck.

Nissim Ezekiel,extract from "In India",quoted in Chetan Karnani, Nissim
Ezekiel, Arnold Heinemann, New Delhi, 1974, p.101.
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Chapter Five
Eternal Process
5.1

The Mediated Minding of Ultimates

The mediated minding of ultimates occurs in the personal and passionate
meshing of our universal elements within deeply particular sensibilities. In so far as that
minding emerges in and merges with elemental luminosity then it is carried on in a nonproblematic radical tranquility of enlightened mysteriousness. Despite the
disorientations of evil and of error, perhaps indeed due to them, the subject that I am
arrives home positionally to a sufficient degree to remain contemplatively stable in
orientation. That sufficiency, of course, is an enormously difficult achievement of
intellectual displacement which is the central topic both of this little book and of the
book Insight: it is at present very rare.
We are, obviously, reflecting here on a particular species of Way of being at home
with Ultimacy, the Way commited to theory in a sense beyond that meant by Aristotle or
the Greek Christian Fathers. It may not be your way, and this you may have discovered,
say, in the discouragements of section 2.5: your way may be more the little way of
Theresa of Liseaux or the way of service of Mother Theresa of Calcutta or one of the grey
ways of daily mortmain of Ezra Pound’s poem.1 We are asking, then, what it is “to go all
the way”2 with theoretical interiority in regard to ultimates.
First, then, elemental luminosity places one stably in a friendly universe,3 and that
placing, displacement, has all the characteristics of the strategic confinement of critical
method in Insight4. Critical method moves with respect for and towards and in ultimacy,5
the ultimate in friendliness, and it is critical in so far as proportionate obscurities of
friendship are met within strategically limited and expanded contexts. So one reaches
the tranquil stance of possessing and being possessed by a meaning for ‘is?’ and ‘yes’
that puts reachable ultimacy comprehendedly beyond comprehension and ‘unreachable’
ultimacy in a precisely-defined obscurity.6
All this is none too clear. As in the rest of the book, but so much more so in this
chapter, I am describing generically a projekt that is a specific possibility, a species of
contemplative person. Moreover, I am not here making careful distinctions for that
projekt between reachable and unreachable ultimacy. So, within my own tradition of
Christianity and its thematic expression of ultimate meaning in Thomas or Lonergan, I
am not entering into tiresome debate regarding the relationships between the God of
Insight, the God of Method in Theology, the God of Lonergan’s Latin works, the God of
Aquinas’ Commentary on John and of the two Summae, the God of Abraham or Aristotle.
Each of us, as I noted in in the first sentence, is bred in deeply particular sensibilities,
which indeed are regularily neurotic, in local rhythms of language, street, song, hill,
sacred place and sacred story. Each of us has some urgency, however frustrated, to bring
forth integral meaning within that particularity through a way of minding, and what I
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would emphasize now is the need for the same existential honesty and humour that we
faced in chapter one. We may well agree - Christian, Hindu, whatever - that the culture
of our ultimacy comes under the general description given by Heiler,7 but the issue now
is going all the way, or noting our back-off, in clear-headed extrapolation.
One feature of that extrapolation is the frightening openness of seriously asking
What would it be like to be Very Understanding? I would certainly like Cosmo or Poldy
or Molly to be very understanding of me. Would I like to be very understanding, would
I like to be understanding of everything about everyone? (Dammit, No!) etc. The
extrapolation is from my sensibility and my story in my language to unimaginable,
translinguistic, yet biographically-sustained possibilites, and only months and years of
concrete brooding can bring us up through the personal expansion to which, for
example, the 26 points of section 9 of chapter 19 of Insight invites us. And that is only
part of the extrapolation and expansion: for sensibilities include the address of cultural
meaning by persons and places regarded as privileged and books taken to be sacred.
One is called to reach, within elemental luminosity, for an enlargement of perspective
that would make one resonant with a cosmic viewpoint of a friendly universe.
One thus refocuses, displaces, the search for a cosmogenetics that we
characterized in the previous section. The focus is now on the character of our secret and
startling befriendedness and in the displacing presence of ultimate friendship we listen
to the Cosmos. And since we are ‘going all the way’, the listening is mediated by the
metafullness of science, technology, economics, art, history, nature, sacred text. The
reach is towards what would be expressed in a contemporary Summa of one’s own
tradition, mediative of some concrete incomplete symbolic synthesis of biography and
history, and, hopefully, though private, not solitary.
It is for each reader to try and figure out first what this would mean in their own
life. It involves a shift in perspective on contemplation that is in continuity with critical
displacements aolready described, placing one in discontinuity with much of modern
spirituality. So, for instance, The Spiritual Exercises of Saint Ignatius, a familiar text within
the Christian tradition, are deeply transformed. The exercising subject, having
undertaken in serious fashion exercises such as those of section 2.5 and 6.5, lives within a
new stability of reading: ‘Man was created’ ... how, now, do you, Molly, Poldy, read
‘man’? That stability is an orientation beyond myth and rhetoric into mystery and
system in one’s grappling reflectively with ultimates. The stability includes an
illumination of the particular complexities of individual sensibility: discernment and the
application of the senses are enlivened in a new kontext. Page bt page, then, the Ignation
exercises are variously displaced; the Foundation becomes genuinely Foundational and
the Contemplation for Obtaining Love becomes a cosmological romance within a
startling strangeness.
More broadly, all expressions of Christian spirit, in the rhythms of dance, text,
painting, spire, are read, heard, present, with a new luminous vitality that yet is in
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deepest continuity with the Christian sense of ultimate intimacy. Broader still is the
foundational transposition of global meanings of ultimacy: the core of a subtle
convergence deeply respects the mysteries of local spirit, African, Asian, or the
village(or city block) over the hill with a distinctive shrine or song. And surds and
sufferings, global or gut-present, grow luminous in the facts of infinitely subtle affection
and infinitely fertile hope. And death’s dark passage is seen as transformation and
seized as kindly displacement.
5.2

Minding Friends

Our particular interest in this chapter is in a personal search for a foundational
meaning of the Christian Ultimates, traditionally named Father, Son, and Spirit.8 How
does one go about this search? In what follows I will oscillate between drawing attention
to the tricky task fo reading sacred texts within elemental luminosity and pointing
forward to the complementary task of self-reading in Christian Faith. Immediately, I
invite you to pause over the nature, strategy, difficulties of the dual task. Yet it is not
really an invitation to pause but obe to exercise in the manner of sections 2.5 and 6.5 (the
division of sections reflects the duality of the task) so as to bear, gestate, in mind, a
certain attitude. The attitude is remote and novel, and I emphasize this because of my
own experience of discovering (uncovering,recovering) only at 55 what was staring me
in the face these past three decades. Technicaly but obscurely the point is made in a brief
statement of the First Vatican Council.9 How does one come to understand Mysteries
hidden in God? Through, by, analogies of nature, and this in two senses. The first sense,
in out present problem, leads us to take the processes of our own spirit as offering a
unique analogue to Infinite Spirit. But there is a second sense, implicit in the first sense
as project. That second sense emerges when we reflect on the method by which we
might arrive at the goal fo the first sense. Let me make this point in the manner in which
it was made, came, to me, startlingly.
Over thirty years ago I spent a large part of nine months reading one small book
in physics, Schroedinger’s Space-Time Structure10: an elementary book, one might say, on
an elementary topic, since physics is the simplest of the sciences. The reading, of course,
is not some repetitive coverage of content. One grapples with the details of geometries,
metrics and forces to which the text points; one moves back regularly to the empirical
grounds and to the history of the struggle that led to the relevant principia, appreciating
with each effort that one just hadn’t got the principia straight yet; (nor had the
community of physicists). The strategy, familiar in science, is what a medieval
theologian might identify as a meshing of the via analytica and the via synthetica or what
a contemporary thinker might recognize as a personal spirallin within a matrix of
recovery and discovery. And the process is not unrelated to Joseph Schumpeter’s claim:
“Scientific analysis is not simply a logically consistant process that starts with some
primitive notions and then adds to the stock in a straight-line fashion ... rather it is an
incessant struggle with creations of our own and our predecessor’s minds”.11 However,
my main point is made by raising the simple question: is there not a parallel between the
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way one might genuinely read Schroedinger’s book and, say, the way one might work at
Aquinas’ qq. 27-43 of the Summa Theologica, Pars I or Lonergan’s De Deo Trino, Pars II?
What is needed is a thorough personal soaking up of the parallels between sweat
and method in the physicist (and in other successful ‘lower’ scientists) and sweat and
method in the theologian. The soaking up is of historic process as paideiad; it is a humble
soaking up of the cosmic message of these past centuries of physics and theology, that
the children of this world (the students of light) are wiser than the children of light. The
physicist focuses on elementary motions within the world-manifold as presented in the
extended data of sensible consciousness; the theologian is invited, in Faith, to focus
gracefully on motions within intellectual consciousness. The physicist works in the
remoteness of a world of theory within a critical global context, a small fish in a great
ocean of collaboration. The theologian may settle for being “a big frog in a little pond”,12
aesthetically and religiously alive perhaps yet remote from the groaning challenge of
theory, system, spirit.
Many of you will find my parallel with physics elusive and frustrating, so I move
to a more comfortable parallel, one which startled and delighted me when I was
struggling with the structure of this chapter. In section 1.2 I had opted for selecting
extracts from the last 40 pages of Joyce’s Ulysses as a basis for reflection on the elements
of meaning in you and Molly. Why not do the same for the last 40 pages of the Bible?
Candidates for that place are the Apocalypse and the Gospel attributed to John. I settled
for the gospel and the paralleling of Jesus and Molly. But the reader might like to work
with another parallel I had in mind: the last 40 pages of Finnegans Wake and the
Apocolypse. We are back to the search for invariant human elements, for what you have
in common with Joyce, Molly, John, Jesus.
So we turn to the text of John, focusing not on ‘elements of liveliness required of
Cosmo’ nor on ‘the Great Suggester Don Poldo de la Flora’ but on expressions of
liveliness of the Cosmoknot, the Great Suggester of “The Way” (John, 14, 6), Dom Jesu
de la Via:

. . what do you want? (1, 38) . . before Philip came to call you, I saw you
under the fig tree (1, 48) . . I tell you most solemnly, we speak only about
what we know (3, 11) . . Yes, God loved the world so much that he . . . sent
his Son (3, 16-17) . . anyone who drinks the water that I shall give will
never be thirsty again (4, 14) . . God is spirit, and those who worship must
worship in spirit and truth (4, 24) . . the Father, who is the source of life,
has made the Son the source of life (5, 26) . . the bread of God is that which
comes down from heaven and gives life (6, 32) . .anyone who does eat my
flesh and drink my blood has eternal life (6, 54) . . if any man is thirsty, let
him come to me (7, 37) . . you will learn the truth and the truth will make
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you free (8, 32) . . I tell you most solemnly, whoever keeps my word will
never see death (8, 51) . . Do you believe in the Son of Man? . . he is
speaking to you (9, 36-37) . . I am the gate. Anyone who enters through me
will be safe (10, 9) . . Do you believe this? (11, 26) . . Father, I thank you for
hearing my prayer. I knew indeed that you always hear me, but I speak for
the sake of all those who stand round me, so that they may believe it was
you that sent me (11, 41-42) . .if anyone serves me, my Father will honour
him (12, 26) . .what the Father has told me is what I speak (12, 50) . . and
whoever welcomes me welcomes the one who sent me (13, 20) . .Do you
not believe that I am in the Father and the Father is in me? (14, 10) . .I shall
ask the Father, and he will give you another Advocate to be with you
forever, that Spirit of thruth (14, 16) . .when the Advocate comes, whom I
will send to you from the Father, he will be my witness (15, 26) . .it is for
your own good that I am going because unless I go, the Advocate will not
come to you (16, 7) . . he will lead you to the complete truth, since he will
not be speaking as from himself . . all he tells you will be taken from what
is mine. Everything the Father has is mine (16, 13-15) . . and now I leave
the world to go to the Father (16, 28) . . eternal life is this: to know you, the
only true God, and Jesus Christ whom you have sent (17, 3) . . Now, Father,
it is time for you to glorify me with that glory I had with you before the
world ever was (17, 5) . .who are you looking for? (18, 3) . . am I not to
drink the cup that the Father has given me? (18, 11)
. .I am thirsty (19, 28) . .it is accomplished (19, 30) . . I am ascended to my
Father and your Father, to my God and your God (20, 17) . . . happy are
those who have not seen and yet believe (20, 29) . . I tell you most
solemnly, when you were young you put on your own belt and walked
where you liked; but when you grow old you will stretch out your hands,
and somebody else will put a belt round you and take you where you
would rather not go (21, 18) . . if I want him to stay behind till I come, what
does it matter to you? You are to follow me. (21, 22).13

“ . . and then he asked me would I yes to say yes my mountain flower”14
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